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Abstract Invariant manifolds provide useful insights
into the behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems. For
conservative vibration problems, Lyapunov subcenter
manifolds constitute the nonlinear extension of spec-
tral subspaces consisting of one or more modes of the
linearized system. Conversely, spectral submanifolds
represent the spectral dynamics of non-conservative,
nonlinear problems. While finding global invariant
manifolds remains a challenge, approximations thereof
can be simple to acquire and still provide an effec-
tive framework for analyzing a wide variety of prob-
lems near equilibrium solutions. This approach has
been successfully employed to study both the behav-
ior of autonomous systems and the effects of non-
autonomous forcing. The current computation strate-
gies rely on a parametrization of the invariant mani-
fold and the reduced dynamics thereon via truncated
power series. While this leads to efficient recursive
algorithms, the problem itself is ambiguous, since it
permits the use of various approaches for construct-
ing the reduced system to which the invariant manifold
is conjugated. Although this ambiguity is well known,
it is rarely discussed and usually resolved by an ad
hoc choice of method, the effects of which are mostly
neglected. In this contribution, we first analyze the per-
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formance of three popular approaches for construct-
ing the conjugate system: the graph style parametriza-
tion, the normal form parametrization, and the normal
form parametrization for “near resonances.” We then
show that none of them is always superior to the oth-
ers and discuss the potential benefits of tailoring the
parametrization to the analyzed system. As a means for
illustrating the latter, we introduce an alternative strat-
egy for constructing the reduced dynamics and apply
it to two examples from the literature, which results in
a significantly improved approximation quality.

Keywords Spectral submanifolds · Invariant mani-
folds · Nonlinear normal modes · Model reduction

1 Introduction

Systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
arise in many theoretical and practical applications of
dynamical systems, e.g., in finite element, finite volume
and multibody models. High-fidelity representations
usually lead to high-dimensional systems of ODEs
whose numerical solution is computationally expen-
sive. Therefore, reduced-order models that contain the
distinctive characteristics of the original ODE system
are desirable. For linear ODEs, this issue is well stud-
ied, and methods based on spectral theory [1] are avail-
able, while for nonlinear systems this is still an active
research area.
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Center manifold theory [2,3] provides an impor-
tant result for nonlinear problems, namely, that the sta-
ble, unstable and center spectral subspaces of the lin-
earized system persist as invariant manifolds for the
original nonlinear one. Furthermore, a closely related
and particularly relevant concept, the Lyapunov sub-
center manifolds [4], explores the further partitioning
of the center manifold, where any eigenspace corre-
sponding to a non-resonant oscillatory mode of the lin-
earized system persists as an invariant manifold for the
original nonlinear one. In undamped vibration prob-
lems, this offers the possibility of reducing an arbitrar-
ily large dynamical system to a two-dimensional man-
ifold tangent to the eigenspace of a single oscillatory
mode if it is not in resonance with any of the others.
The extension of the eigenmodes of the linearized to
the original nonlinear system is the subject of research
on nonlinear normal modes. The Rosenberg definition
of nonlinear normal modes [5] is based on synchronous
periodic solutions of autonomous conservative systems
which correspond to closed solution trajectories in the
system’s phase space, in analogy to the closed trajec-
tories in the center subspace of the linearized system.
Another notion of nonlinear normal modes was pro-
posed by Shaw and Pierre [6] for non-conservative
vibration problems,which they define as invariantman-
ifolds in analogy to the invariance property of spec-
tral subspaces of the linearized system. On this basis,
Haller and Ponsioen [7] proposed the concept of spec-
tral submanifolds (SSMs), as unique, smoothest, invari-
ant manifolds tangent to spectral subspaces which sat-
isfy suitable non-resonance conditions. Applying the
results of Cabré et al. [8–10] for general Banach spaces,
they derive existence conditions for spectral subman-
ifolds [7] which form the theoretical basis for their
numerical approximation. Series expansions of spec-
tral submanifolds (and other invariant manifolds) can
be calculated by means of the classical parametriza-
tion method as introduced in [8–10] and consequen-
tially studied in [11]. Practical implementations usu-
ally employ later developments based thereon, such as
[12–15].While the parametrization method of Cabré et
al. provides the most popular framework for address-
ing the problem of approximating invariant manifolds
near equilibrium solutions, there are also prior devel-
opments discussing similar ideas, e.g., [16,17].

Motivated by the major advances in invariant man-
ifold theory, a wide variety of methods for approxi-
mating low-dimensional invariant manifolds in non-

linear systems for the purpose of model order reduc-
tion have emerged in recent decades, cf. [18] for a
review.Although there are versatile and accurate global
approaches such as shooting methods [19], harmonic
balance [20], or discretization of the invariant mani-
fold by a mesh extended via numerical continuation
[21,22], these methods are computationally expensive.
Therefore, there is also research interest in developing
sufficiently accurate local techniques. Many of these
techniques, such as the stiffness evaluation procedure
(STEP) [23], implicit condensation [24,25] and modal
derivatives (MD) [26], arose in the finite element com-
munity and focus on being non-intrusive to ensure
straightforward integration with existing finite element
solvers. These techniques typically require a slow/fast
relationship between master and enslaved coordinates,
i.e., a large frequency gap, in order to achieve an accu-
rate approximation of the invariant manifold [18]. On
the other hand, many of the most accurate local tech-
niques for approximating invariant manifolds are based
on the parametrization method of Cabré et al. [8–
11,13,14] and normal form computations [27–29].

Different parametrizations are used in the literature
to compute invariant manifolds tangent to spectral sub-
spaces (cf. [18] for a survey). On the one hand, there
is the classical approach where a master spectral sub-
space is chosen and the enslaved coordinates are rep-
resented as a function of the master coordinates [3,8–
11]. In this case, the parametrization of the invariant
manifold can be interpreted as a graph over the (left)
master spectral subspace. On the other hand, there is
the normal form approach [13,27,28], which is based
on the theorems of Poincaré and Poincaré–Dulac and
strives to provide the simplest possible expressions for
the reduced dynamics on the manifold. In this case,
in the absence of resonances, the reduced dynamics
is linear (Poincaré theorem), while in the presence of
internal resonances, some resonant/essential nonlinear
terms are required (Poincaré–Dulac theorem). How-
ever, these two approaches are not the only possibilities,
since in general there are infinitely many parametriza-
tions for an invariantmanifold tangent to a spectral sub-
space. Yet, the influence of different parametrizations
on the convergence and performance of approxima-
tions of this manifold is rarely studied. In the literature,
only two aspects are usually considered: the limited
convergence range of the graph style parametrization,
which is not able to describe folded manifolds [14,18];
and the need to consider not only exact resonances but
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also “near resonances” in some cases. This intends to
address the issue of poor conditioning in numerical
computations [11–13] and in the case of mechanical
structures to allow for correct representation of hard-
ening/softening behavior [27,28].

The goal of the present work is to compare the prop-
erties and performance of various parametrizations of
invariant manifolds tangent to spectral subspaces by
means of suitable benchmark systems. For this pur-
pose, we use a state-of-the-art algorithm for comput-
ing invariant manifolds [13] which is based on the
parametrization method of Cabré et al. [8–10]. Addi-
tionally, a set of appropriate error analysis tools is used
for analyzing the quality of the produced approxima-
tions as needed. The current state of the algorithm
as summarized in Sect. 2 permits any parametrization
which allows the coefficients of the invariant manifold
to be determined from the invariance condition, result-
ing in a certain ambiguity.Of the infinite number of pos-
sible parametrizations, initially we focus on the graph
style parametrization and the normal formparametriza-
tion mentioned above, which are special cases arising
from additional requirements beyond mere invariance.
In Sect. 3, both parametrizations for non-resonant sys-
tems and a variant of the normal form parametriza-
tion that considers resonances are applied to approxi-
mate invariant manifolds of seven autonomous and one
non-autonomous dynamical systems. These systems
are specifically constructed to investigate the prop-
erties and performance of different parametrizations
and approximation orders and are intended as possi-
ble benchmarks for future development of the method-
ology. In regard of the latter, the last two examples
are also used as a framework for introducing an alter-
native parametrization strategy. This ultimately aims
at illustrating the untapped potential in developing
specialized methods for constructing the reduced sys-
tem. In particular, we show that a heuristically devel-
oped approach significantly improves the approxima-
tion quality for the investigated systems. The results
for the parametrizations considered in this manuscript
are discussed in Sect. 4, with particular emphasis on
the instances of a failure and success among the differ-
ent techniques. Recommendations for further develop-
ment of the methodology are derived-based thereon in
Sect. 5.

2 Background

Spectral submanifolds, as introduced by Haller and
Ponsioen [7], are invariant manifolds asymptotic to an
attractive or repelling set such as a fixed point, a peri-
odic orbit or the closure of a quasi-periodic invariant
torus. Algorithms for their approximation often deal
with the case of a fixed point at the origin, to which
the scope of this manuscript is limited. In Sect. 2.1,
we briefly summarize the relevant definitions and exis-
tence and uniqueness conditions for those cases. Proce-
dures for computing numerical approximations based
on the parametrization method of Cabré et al. [8–10]
are described for autonomous systems in Sect. 2.2,
and for non-autonomous systems in Sect. 2.3. This
procedure yields fewer equations than coefficients to
be determined, allowing for different parametrizations.
The resulting ambiguities and possible resolutions are
discussed in Sects. 2.2.2 and 2.3.2. Lastly, a suitable
set of error analysis tools is explored in Sect. 2.4.

2.1 Spectral submanifolds

Starting point is a nonlinear system given by the first
order differential equations [13]

Bż = Az + F(z) + εFext(z,�t) (1)

with z ∈ R
N ,A, B ∈ R

N×N ,F : RN → R
N ,� ∈ R

K ,
Fext : R

N × T
K → R

N and time derivatives ˙(·) =
d(·)/dt . Here, B is positive definite (B � 0), F(z) are
the purely nonlinear autonomous terms (∇zF|z=0 = 0)
and all non-autonomous terms Fext(z,�t) with fre-
quencies�1, . . . , �K are treated as a perturbation with
parameter ε. In the limit ε = 0, (1) becomes the
autonomous system

Bż = Az + F(z) (2)

with a fixed point at the origin z∗ = 0. The linearization
of (2) at the origin yields

Bż = Az. (3)
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The generalized eigenvalue problem of (3)

(A − λiB)vi = 0, i = 1, . . . , N (4)

gives the eigenvalues λi and the corresponding eigen-
vectors vi , which are either real or complex-conjugate
pairs, since A, B ∈ R

N×N . The eigenspaces Ei ⊂ R
N

are spanned by the eigenvectorvi ∈ R
N in thefirst case,

and by the real and imaginary parts of the complex-
conjugate eigenvector pair vi = v̄i+1 ∈ C

N in the
latter case ( ¯(·) denotes complex conjugation). These
eigenspaces are invariant for the linearized system (3)
and can be combined into invariant spectral subspaces
via direct summation [7,13].Notable examples of spec-
tral subspaces are the stable, unstable and center sub-
spaces

E s =
⊕

i∈I s Ei , I s = {i | Re {λi } < 0}, (5a)

Eu =
⊕

i∈I u Ei , I u = {i | Re {λi } > 0}, (5b)

Ec =
⊕

i∈I c Ei , I c = {i | Re {λi } = 0}, (5c)

where ⊕ denotes the direct sum of vector spaces and
the index sets I s, I u and I c refer to all eigenvalues with
negative, positive and zero real parts, respectively. By
the centermanifold theorem, there exist stable, unstable
and center invariant manifolds W s, W u and W c for the
nonlinear system (2)which are tangent to the respective
spectral subspaces E s, Eu and Ec at the origin.

As introduced by Haller and Ponsioen [7] for stable
fixed points at the origin (i.e., dim(Ec) = dim(Eu) =
0), a spectral submanifold is the smoothest invariant
manifold tangent to amaster spectral subspace E ⊂ E s

with index set I E and dim(E) = M < N = dim(E s).
Define the relative spectral quotient as [7]

σ(E) =
⌊
min(λ∈Spect(A,B)\Spect(E))(Re {λ})

max(λ∈Spect(E))(Re {λ})
⌋

, (6)

where, by some abuse of notation, all eigenvalues of
(4) whose associated eigenvector is (is not) in the span
of E are considered in the denominator (numerator).
Then, the SSM exists under the outer non-resonance
condition

M∑

i=1

ciλSpect(E),i �= λ(Spect(A,B)\Spect(E)), j ,

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , N − M},

ci ∈ {0, 1, . . . , σ (E)},

2 ≤
M∑

i=1

ci ≤ σ(E), (7)

as a unique, at least (σ(E)+1)-times differentiable
invariant manifold tangent to E at the origin [7, Theo-
rem 3].

In practice, we are interested in computing low-
dimensional SSMs for high-dimensional systems of
ODEs to obtain a reduced-order model. In this case,
the determination of analytical solutions for the SSM is
very costly or even impossible, and numerical approx-
imations are desired. A common approach is to deter-
mine manifolds of (prescribed) finite order n which
are tangent to E at the origin and satisfy the invari-
ance condition in a neighborhood around the origin up
to order n, e.g., by using the parametrization method
as described in the next section. However, since usu-
ally n < σ(E), this approximation is not unique, but
depends on details of the algorithmic procedure that are
not obvious and often not deliberately chosen.

2.2 SSM approximations for autonomous systems

State-of-the-art approaches for the numerical approxi-
mation of SSMs [12,13] are based on the parametriza-
tion method as introduced by Cabré et al. [8–10].
First, the treatment of autonomous systems is dis-
cussed in this section, which is also the basis for treat-
ing non-autonomous systems in Sect. 2.3. The proce-
dure for deriving recursively solvable systems of lin-
ear equations to determine the parametrization coeffi-
cients is described in Sect. 2.2.1. The ambiguities that
result from this approach are discussed in Sect. 2.2.2,
the specifics of treating systems with resonances in
Sect. 2.2.3.

2.2.1 The parametrization method

Starting point is the autonomous system (2) and a
selected master spectral subspace E ⊂ E s. A com-
mon first step is then to introduce modal coordinates
which transform the linearized system (3) to diago-
nal or Jordan canonical form [5–7,12]. This, however,
requires the computation of all eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors and results in unreasonably high computation
times andmemory requirements for large systems [13].
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To avoid these drawbacks, we adopt the approach pro-
posed by Jain and Haller [13], where only the eigen-
values and corresponding eigenvectors that span the
master spectral subspace E are needed.

The approximate invariant manifold

z = W(p), (8)

is defined by W : C
M → R

N with parametrization
coordinates p ∈ C

M parametrizing an M-dimensional
manifold in the N -dimensional phase space of (2) [13].
The reduced dynamics on this manifold is

ṗ = R(p), (9)

with the mapping R : CM → C
M . In order to make

the approximation suitable for numerical computation,
both mappings are described by an ansatz in the form
of a multivariate polynomial

W(p) =
∑

i∈N
Wi p ⊗ · · · ⊗ p
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i times

=
∑

i∈N
Wip⊗i , (10)

R(p) =
∑

i∈N
Rip⊗i , (11)

using the shorthand notation for multiple Kronecker
products ⊗ proposed in [13]. The problem reduces to
determining the unknown coefficient matrices Wi ∈
C

N×Mi
and Ri ∈ C

M×Mi
, for which (8)–(11) are sub-

stituted into (2) and coefficients for powers of p are
compared [7,8,13,30]. Substitution into the left hand
side of (2) gives

Bż = B
d

dt
W(p) = B∇pW(p)ṗ

= B∇pW(p)R(p). (12)

On the right hand side, the nonlinear terms are
expanded into Taylor series at the origin

F(z) =
∞∑

j=2

F jz⊗ j = F ◦ W(p)

=
∞∑

j=2

(F ◦ W) j p⊗ j , (13)

which yields the invariance equation

B∇pW(p)R(p) = AW(p) + F ◦ W(p). (14)

Comparing the coefficients for powers ofp⊗i , the linear
terms return the generalized eigenvalue problem (4) but
only for the M eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs that make
up the master spectral subspace E [31], while the result
for i ≥ 2 is

BWiRi,i − AWi1Mi

=
⎡

⎣(F ◦ W)i − B
i−1∑

j=2

WjRi, j

⎤

⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci

−BW1Ri1Mi ,

(15)

with

Ri, j

=
j∑

k=1

1M ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1M ⊗
k-th position
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ri− j+1 ⊗1M ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1M︸ ︷︷ ︸
j terms

and the identity matrix 1M of dimension M . Note that
since F1 = 0, (F ◦ W)i and therefore also Ci depend
on all coefficients W j of orders j < i . This results in a
recursive procedure where a linear system of equations
determines the i-th order coefficientsWi andRi , taking
all previous orders into account. The equations for the
first order

AW1 = BW1R1 (16)

can be solved by choosing the master modes and their
eigenvalues as coefficients

W1 = VE , R1 = �E , (17)

where VE contains the right master eigenvectors {vi |
i ∈ I E } and�E is the diagonalmatrix of corresponding
eigenvalues {λi | i ∈ I E }. Using the calculation rules
of the Kronecker product [32], (15) is reordered to the
vectorized form [13]

Liwi = ci − Diri , (18)

where

Li = R�
i,i ⊗ B − 1Mi ⊗ A ∈ C

NMi×NMi
, (19a)

wi = vec (Wi ) ∈ C
NMi

, (19b)
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ci = vec

⎛

⎝(F ◦ W)i − B
i−1∑

j=2

WjRi, j

⎞

⎠ ∈ C
NMi

,

(19c)

Di = 1Mi ⊗ BW1 ∈ C
NMi×Mi+1

, (19d)

ri = vec (Ri ) ∈ C
Mi+1

. (19e)

Li is the co-homological operator of order i induced
by the linear flow [11] which is determined by the lin-
ear parts of the original and reduced systems since it
depends only on A, B and R1. Moreover, when R1

is diagonal, as is the case with solution (17), the co-
homological operator is block diagonal withMi blocks
of size N × N , which allows for parallelization of the
solution of (18) [13].

2.2.2 Methodological ambiguities

The presented procedure introduces some ambiguities,
thus the resulting coefficientsWi andRi are not unique.
One source of ambiguity comes from the multiple Kro-
necker products introduced in (10). This is easily shown
by expanding an example like

p⊗3 = [p1 p1 p1, p1 p1 p2, p1 p2 p1, p1 p2 p2,
p2 p1 p1, p2 p1 p2, p2 p2 p1, p2 p2 p2]� (20)

for M = 2, which contains redundancies since the
single and double underlined terms refer to the same
monomial, respectively. The number of coefficients is
larger than necessary, making the solution ambigu-
ous from a certain point of view. On the other hand,
the number of independent equations increases by the
same amount, and the co-homological operator is reg-
ular, except in resonance cases which are treated in
the next section. The derivation of the invariance equa-
tion introduces an implicit condition that artificially
resolves this artificial ambiguity. While not pretty, this
is nonetheless unproblematic and additionally allows
for convenient exposition with clear and simple struc-
ture of the resulting equations. Furthermore, this can
be resolved in the implementation, where for a first-
order solution of the form (17), the i-th co-homological
equation can be solved independently for the coef-
ficients of any i-th order monomial or permutation
thereof (i.e., column in Wi ) [13]. In this case, it is suf-
ficient to solve the i-th co-homological equation only

once for all coefficients of identical monomials (e.g.,
p1 p2 and p2 p1) as, e.g., in the implementation SSM-
Tool2.1 [33]. This can be avoided by augmenting the
system with basis vectors from the kernel of the co-
homological operator at the expense of a larger dimen-
sion of the resulting equations, see, e.g., [14,17]. Since
the present manuscript contains analytic investigations
of low-dimensional dynamical systems, we choose the
Kronecker notation as it yields compact and structured
equations of the form Liwi = ci − Diri .

A more relevant source of ambiguity is the underde-
termination of (16) and (18). At the i-th order, the num-
ber of equations following from the invariance equa-
tion (14) is equal to the number of unknown coeffi-
cients Wi ∈ C

N×Mi
; there are no equations to deter-

mine the remaining coefficients Ri ∈ C
M×Mi

. For
order 1, arbitrary vectors that span the master sub-
space can be chosen as columns of W1 [13], the asso-
ciated matrix R1 is in general dense. However, this
is only a matter of efficiency, since it destroys the
advantageous block structure, but each of these solu-
tions describes the same dynamics. As is shown in the
remainder of this manuscript, the case is different for
i ≥ 2. As long as the co-homological operators are
not singular, any choice of Ri yields a parametrization
of the manifold for which (18) determines the corre-
sponding coefficients Wi [8–11]. Based on this, many
sources [11,13,14,16,34] propose setting the coeffi-
cients Ri to zero whenever possible, which results in a
reduced order model with linear dynamics as long as
there are no resonances. However, this choice impacts
the convergence of the SSM approximation. Different
parametrizations lead to quite different magnitudes of
the oscillations up towhich the results are useful.More-
over, resonance cases where the co-homological oper-
ators are singular need to be addressed, which is done
in the next section.

2.2.3 Treatment of resonances

In the case of resonances, the co-homological opera-
tor becomes singular [7] and additional steps must be
taken to determine a parametrization of the approxi-
mate manifold and the reduced dynamics thereon. If
Li is singular, the method fails unless (18) is still solv-
able, which is the case if and only if the right hand side
is in the image of the operator. Since the coefficientsRi

are part of the right hand side and have yet to be deter-
mined, this boils down to the question of whether there
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is any choice of coefficients that ensures that this condi-
tion is satisfied.Many authors [7,11,14,34] distinguish
between inner resonances, in which only master modes
are involved and where this is the case, and outer reso-
nances, where no suchM-dimensional manifold exists.

The condition that the right hand side of (18) lies
in the image of Li is equivalent to the projection of
the right side onto its kernel vanishing. To perform this
projection, a basis for the left kernel of Li is required,
which can be constructed from the left eigenvectors of
the two eigenvalue problems

ζ ∗
j (R�

i,i − μ j1Mi ) = 0, (21a)

u∗
k (A − λkB) = 0, (21b)

where (·)∗ denotes complex-conjugate transposition.
Due to the definition (19a),

n∗
� = ζ ∗

j ⊗ u∗
k (22a)

with 0 = μ j − λk (22b)

is in the left kernel of Li , since

n∗
�Li = ζ ∗

j ⊗ u∗
k (R�

i,i ⊗ B − 1Mi ⊗ A)

= (ζ ∗
jR�

i,i )︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ ∗
jμ j

⊗(u∗
kB) − (ζ ∗

j1Mi )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζ ∗
j

⊗ (u∗
kA)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
λku∗

kB

= (μ j − λk)(ζ
∗
j ⊗ u∗

kB) = 0. (23)

Assuming that R1 is semisimple and chosen to be diag-
onal, as in (17), the left eigenvectors and corresponding
eigenvalues of R�

i,i are

ζ ∗
� = e�

�1
⊗ · · · ⊗ e�

�i︸ ︷︷ ︸
i times

= e�
� , (24a)

μ� = λE
�1

+ · · · + λE
�i︸ ︷︷ ︸

i terms

(24b)

with � = (�1, . . . , �i ) ∈ {1, . . . , M}i ⊂ N
i ,

where λE are master eigenvalues from the diagonal of

R1 and e j = [
0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0]� ∈ C

M is a unit vector
that is zero everywhere except for its j-th entry. There
are in total Mi such eigenpairs, since this is the number
of possible combinations �.

Any combination (�, j) with � ∈ {1, . . . , M}i and
j ∈ {1, . . . , N } for which

0 = μ�−λ j = λE
�1

+· · ·+λE
�i

−λ j , (�, j) ∈ I Ri (25)

is called a resonance, and I Ri is the index set of all
resonances of the i-th order co-homological operator.
If I Ri �= ∅, Li is singular and its left kernel is spanned
by all

n∗
(�, j) = e�

� ⊗ u∗
j , (�, j) ∈ I Ri . (26)

Furthermore, any combination (�, j) ∈ I Ri with j ∈
I E is called an inner resonance where all involved
eigenvalues belong to master modes, while the other
case is called a (loworder) outer resonance [7]. The dis-
tinction between both cases becomes clear when n∗

(�, j)
is used to project both sides of (18) [13]

n∗
(�, j)Liwi = (e�

� ⊗ u∗
j )ci − (e�

� ⊗ u∗
j )Diri

⇒ 0 = (e�
� ⊗ u∗

j )ci︸ ︷︷ ︸
�=0, in gen.

− (e�
� 1Mi )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
e�
�

⊗(u∗
jBW1)ri . (27)

In the case of an outer resonance, u∗
j is B-orthogonal to

themaster spectral subspace E spanned by the columns
of W1 and the term u∗

jBW1 = 0 [31]. Since the only

remaining term (e�
� ⊗ u∗

j )ci is in general not zero, the
i-th order invariance equation is not solvable and there
is no M-dimensional SSM tangent to that master sub-
space. In this case, the outer resonant mode must be
added to the base of E and the method restarted, which
then leads to an inner resonance.

In the case of an inner resonance, the j-th resonant
mode is equal to the k-th master mode, meaning λ j =
λE
k , and the choice ofW1 = VE via (17) in combination

withB-orthonormality of the left and right eigenvectors
yields

u∗
jBW1 = e�

k . (28)
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Since the Kronecker product of two unit vectors with
only one nonzero entry is again a unit vector with one
nonzero entry, albeit of different dimension,

e�
� ⊗ (u∗

jBW1)ri = e�
� ⊗ e�

k ri = [ri ](�,k) (29)

just returns the (�, k)-th entry of ri . Thus, every inner
resonance determines one coefficient

[ri ](�,k) = (e�
� ⊗ u∗

j )ci (30)

which equals one of the undetermined coefficients Ri

via (19e). Each inner resonance determines one coef-
ficient of Ri , and by resolving them all, (18) becomes
solvable. Any coefficient in Ri that is not fixed by an
inner resonance can still be chosen arbitrarily, which
means the number of possible parametrizations is still
infinite.

Since all n∗
(�, j), (�, j) ∈ I Ri are linearly indepen-

dent, row-by-row stacking in a matrix N∗
i provides a

basis for the left kernel of Li . This can be used to
project (18) onto the entire kernel

N∗
i Liwi = 0 = N∗

i ci − N∗
i Diri (31)

to determine the coefficients

ri = EiN∗
i ci (32)

all at once. TheBooleanmatrixE�
i = N∗

i Di is obtained
by a similar derivation as in (29) and Ei in (32) assigns
the samenonzero values to the same coefficients of ri as
(30), and zero otherwise. This solution, where all inner
resonances are resolved via (32) and any remaining
coefficients Ri are set to zero, is called the normal form
parametrization [13].

Note that this solution of (31) is not unique, since
all coefficients of Ri that are not needed to resolve
inner resonances can be chosen arbitrarily. Contrary to
the statement in [13], the product EiE�

i �= 1Mi+1 is

not a unit matrix, since Ei ∈ C
Mi+1×dim(kerLi ) with

linearly independent columns gives rank(EiE�
i ) =

dim(kerLi ) < Mi+1 = rank(1Mi+1). Rather, Ei

is the pseudoinverse of E�
i ; hence, the normal form

parametrization results from the least-squares solution
(32) of (31).

Of the infinite number of alternative parametriza-
tions, another distinguished choice of coefficients

which ensures solvability of (18) is

Ri = U∗Ci , (33)

where thematrixU∗ is a row-wise stacking of all (com-
plex conjugate transpose) left master eigenvectors via
(21b) and Ci is defined in (15). This parametrization
results from expressing the enslaved coordinates as a
function of the master ones; hence, it is termed the
graph style parametrization [13].

While so far exact expressions have been assumed,
the treatment of resonances requires further consider-
ations in the case of finite precision numerical calcu-
lations. Many authors [11,13,27,28] suggest the con-
sideration of “near resonances,” where the resonance
condition (25) is approximately satisfied which causes
numerical inaccuracies due to poor conditioning of the
co-homological operator. As a remedy, it is proposed to
treat these “near resonances” like real resonances and
to determine the coefficients of the reduced dynam-
ics according to (32). However, this proposal does not
include a formal definition of “near resonances” and the
case in which (25) should be considered to be approx-
imately satisfied, making the application of this modi-
fication to the SSM parametrization ambiguous.

While the description so far has been limited to
the autonomous system (2), the treatment of non-
autonomous terms is covered in the next section.

2.3 SSM approximations for non-autonomous
systems

The notion of spectral submanifolds and their approx-
imation based on the parametrization method can
be extended to the treatment of systems with non-
autonomous forcing of order O(ε) as introduced in
(1) [7,13,30]. For small enough ε > 0, the assumed
hyperbolic fixed point at the origin becomes a peri-
odic orbit or a quasi periodic invariant torus, while the
invariant manifold persists tangent to this new attrac-
tor (or repellor) under the appropriate non-resonance
conditions between eigenfrequencies and forcing fre-
quencies [7].

The treatment of the general case is beyond the scope
of the investigations intended in this manuscript, so in
what follows we restrict ourselves to the special case
of a single forcing frequency � = �1 = �K that
turns the hyperbolic fixed point into a periodic orbit.
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To further focus the investigations in this manuscript,
we restrict ourselves to the simplest case of a two-
dimensional SSMwhich is tangent to the eigenspace of
a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues. Already here,
further ambiguities arise which have a strong influence
on the quality of the SSM approximation and whose
future treatment is the prerequisite for the application
of the method in more general cases. To this end, an
extension of the parametrization method for systems
with mono-frequent non-autonomous forcing is intro-
duced in Sect. 2.3.1 and the resulting ambiguities are
discussed in Sect. 2.3.2. As proposed in [7,13], this
is the basis for computing forced response curves and
backbone curves that are used later in our analysis, as
described in Sects. 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, respectively.

2.3.1 Extended parametrization

The treatment of non-autonomous forcing as a per-
turbation of the autonomous system gives the ansatz
[7,13]

z = Wε(p,�t) = W(p) + εX(p,�t), (34a)

ṗ = Rε(p,�t) = R(p) + εS(p,�t) (34b)

for the invariant manifold Wε(p,�t) and its corre-
sponding reduced dynamics Rε(p,�t). Substitution
into Fext(z,�t) and Taylor expansion around ε = 0
gives the external forcing on the invariant manifold as

Fext(Wε(p,�t),�t) = G(p,�t) + O(ε1). (35)

Further substituting (34) and (35) into (1) and com-
paring powers of ε yields the autonomous invariance
equation (14) for O(ε0) and

B[∇pW(p)S(p,�t) + ∇pX(p, �t)R(p) + ∂tX(p, �t)]
= AX(p,�t) + F ◦ X(p, �t) + G(p,�t) (36)

forO(ε1). To proceed from here, Haller and Jain [7,13]
propose expanding

X(p,�t) = X0(�t) +
∞∑

j=1

X j (�t)p⊗ j , (37a)

S(p,�t) = S0(�t) +
∞∑

j=1

S j (�t)p⊗ j , (37b)

G(p,�t) = G0(�t) +
∞∑

j=1

G j (�t)p⊗ j . (37c)

into Taylor series in p and considering only the zeroth
order, yielding

B[W1S0(�t) + ∂tX0(�t)] = AX0(�t) + G0(�t).

(38)

Next, the remaining non-autonomous terms are
expanded into Fourier series

X0(�t) =
∑

k∈Z
x0,k eik�t , (39a)

S0(�t) =
∑

k∈Z
s0,k eik�t , (39b)

G0(�t) =
∑

k∈Z
g0,k eik�t (39c)

and substituted into (38). Comparing Fourier coeffi-
cients at order k yields the determining equations

L0,kx0,k = g0,k − BW1s0,k (40)

with

L0,k = ik�B − A ∈ C
N×N . (41)

Note that there are also more sophisticated develop-
ments [15] that consider higher order expansions in p
to the effect of better reproducing non-autonomous sys-
tems and successfully treating parametric resonances.
Those are not discussed further, since the focus of this
manuscript is on autonomous systems; the treatment
of non-autonomous systems is used as a unified frame-
work for introducing backbone curves in Sect. 2.3.4.

2.3.2 Methodological ambiguities

The structure of this system of equations is similar to
the autonomous case in (18) and (19a): the number of
equations equals the number of coefficients x0,k ∈ C

N ,
but also s0,k ∈ C

M must be determined. Moreover, the
operatorL0,k becomes singular if there are resonances
which satisfy λ j = ik� for any generalized eigenvalue
λ j of (A, B).
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Since the fixed point of the autonomous system is
assumed to be hyperbolic, there are no generalized
eigenvalues λ j of (A, B) with zero real part and the
resonance condition (41) never holds. An analogous
approach as for the non-resonant autonomous case
would be to set all s0,k to zero, thereby eliminating
any influence of the forcing on the reduced dynam-
ics and only considering it in the manifold coefficients
x0,k . However, this makes the analysis of quantities
of interest, such as forced response curves and back-
bone curves, based only on the reduced dynamics (34b)
impossible; hence, the “near resonance” assumption is
used [13].

2.3.3 Forced response curves

Recall that the scope of this manuscript is restricted to
the simplest case of approximating a two-dimensional
SSM which is tangent to the eigenspace E of a com-
plex conjugate pair of eigenvalues λE

1 = λ j = λ

and λE
2 = λ j+1 = λ̄. To account for some effect of

the non-autonomous forcing in the parametrization of
the reduced dynamics (34b), Jain and Haller [13] pro-
pose considering the orders ±� with i�� ≈ Im {λ}
as “near resonances” and taking them into account via
the normal form parametrization. The further treatment
focuses on this case, since the graph style parametriza-
tion also proposed in [13] yields identical coefficients
and results for the special case of a two-dimensional
SSM and mono-frequent non-autonomous forcing. An
analogous procedure as in the derivation of (30) yields
two nonzero coefficients

[s0,�]1 = u∗
jg0,� = f ∈ C, (42a)

[s0,−�]2 = u∗
j+1g0,� = f̄ . (42b)

Noticing p1 = p̄2 = p, the reduced dynamics can be
expressed in the form

ṗ =
[
ṗ
˙̄p
]

=
[
λp
λ̄ p̄

]
+
∑

n∈N

[
γn pn+1 p̄n

γ̄n pn p̄n+1

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R(p)

+ε

[
f ei��t

f̄ e−i��t

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(p,�t)

,

(43)

where due to the special structure of the reduced
dynamics, resulting from the normal form parametriza-
tion procedure in Sect. 2.2, all nonzero coefficients at

the n-th order can be represented by γn and γ̄n , respec-
tively. Further simplification is achieved by transforma-
tion to polar coordinates via p = ρ eiθ and introduction
of the phase shift ψ = θ − ��t which yields

[
ρ̇

ρψ̇

]
=
[

a(ρ)

b(ρ,�)

]
+ ε

[
Re { f e−iψ }
Im { f e−iψ }

]
(44)

with

a(ρ) = ρ

(

Re {λ} +
∑

n∈N
Re {γn}ρ2n

)

, (45a)

b(ρ,�) = ρ (c(ρ) − ��) , (45b)

c(ρ) = Im {λ} +
∑

n∈N
Im {γn}ρ2n . (45c)

Periodic orbits with frequency �� correspond to fixed
points of (44) that are given by the zero level set of
[13,34]

h(ρ,�) = a(ρ)2 + b(ρ,�)2 − ε2| f |2. (46)

The zero level set of (46) in the (ρ,�)-plane is called
the frequency response curve. Any periodic orbit that
corresponds to a point on the frequency response curve
is stable, if the real parts of both eigenvalues of the
Jacobian

J =
[

∂a(ρ)
∂ρ

−b(ρ,�)
1
ρ

∂b(ρ,�)
∂ρ

a(ρ)
ρ

]

(47)

that follows from (44) are negative [13].
For constant forcing magnitude ε| f |, the frequency

response curve provides the amplitude-frequency rela-
tionship ρ(�), which is a useful tool for illustrating and
analyzing the response of system (1) to mono-frequent
external forcing.

2.3.4 Backbone curves

Backbone curves are another useful tool for this kind of
analysis. In the context of this manuscript, we use the
definition from [34], where they are introduced as “the
curve of maximal amplitude of the periodic response
on the SSM (...) as a function of the frequency of the
external forcing”. Points on the backbone curve satisfy
the necessary condition [34]
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0 = ∂h(ρ,�)

∂�
= −2�ρ2(c(ρ) − ��), (48)

which gives the frequency-amplitude relationship

��max(ρmax) = Im {λ} +
∑

n∈N
Im {γn}ρ2n

max. (49)

The comparison with (43) shows that the backbone
curve depends only on the SSM coefficients of the
autonomous system.

Note that the simple expressions (46) and (49) for
the forced response curve and the backbone curve are
based on the assumptions that the non-autonomous
forcing is mono-frequent and that a two-dimensional
SSM tangent to the eigenspace of a pair of complex
conjugate eigenvalues is used to reduce the system. An
extension of themethod for computing forced response
curves based on higher dimensional SSMs is presented
in [35]. However, these forced response curves have
more than one peak and a generalization of the cor-
responding backbone curve expressions has not been
provided yet.

2.4 Error analysis

Different approaches for determining the error of series
approximations or constraining the domain of the
approximation in order to keep the error beneath a
certain threshold have been successfully applied as
a-posteriori error analysis tools in the context of the
parametrization method, c.f. [36–41]. Some of the sim-
pler techniques use defects like some norm of the resid-
ual of the invariance equation evaluated at the approx-
imate solution to estimate the truncation error; others
produce validated error bounds by employing computer
assisted Newton–Kantorovich-type arguments. While
the former is usually less computationally expensive
and more flexible with regard to different parametriza-
tions or dynamical systems to which the invariant man-
ifold is conjugated, the latter yields rigorous error
bounds.

The literature on the computation of validated error
bounds for the parametrization method mainly focuses
on the normal form parametrization for non-resonant
[37,38,40] or finitely resonant [39] systems. Since
the focus of this manuscript falls on investigating the
approximation quality of different parametrizations,

the general framework presented in the aforementioned
works is briefly introduced belowand applied inSect. 3.

Define w = [
wn
]
n≥1 as the infinite vector of

all (vectorized) invariant manifold coefficients stacked
one below the other in increasing order. For a given
approximation orderN , this infinite vector can be split
into the sum of two components w = w + w

wn =
{

w∗
n, if n ≤ N

0, if n > N wn =
{

0, if n ≤ N
wn, if n > N

(50)

where w represents the approximate solution that con-
sists of the firstN orders of the exact solution w∗ com-
plemented with an infinite string of zeros, and w rep-
resents the (unknown) tail terms.

Further define the map T(w) with

Tn(w) =
{

w1, if n = 1

L†
n (cn − Dnrn) + b, if n > 1

(51)

where in the case of (inner) resonances, an appropriate
choice of the reduced dynamics rn is assumed for all
orders,L†

n denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse
of Ln and b is a freely chosen vector in the right
nullspace of Ln . In the non-resonant case, L†

n ≡ L−1
n

denotes the exact inverse of Ln and b ≡ 0 is the zero
vector.

Since the (infinite) operator T(w) is defined by
arranging the invariance equations for determiningw in
increasing order,w = w∗ is a fixed point. This makes it
a good candidate for bounding the size of the undeter-
mined tail terms by applying the Banach fixed-point
theorem [37,40]. In particular, the infinite vector w
can be interpreted as an infinite (multi-)sequence. If
only cases with

∑∞
n=1 |wn| < ∞ are considered, these

form a �1 space, which in turn endowed with the ‖·‖1
norm, yields a Banach space. From here, the aim is to
show that T(w) is a contraction on some closed ball
Br (w) around the approximate solution [37,38,40],
which together with the norm induced metric forms
a complete metric space. Based on this, the conclusion
that T(w) admits a fixed point w∗ in Br (w) follows
from the Banach fixed-point theorem. Furthermore, the
radius of the ball Br (w) can be used as an upper bound
for the norm of the tail terms ‖w∗−w‖1 = ‖w∗‖1 ≤ r ,
since w contains the terms of the exact solution w∗ up
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to order N and zeros thereafter. In order to show that
T(w) is a contraction, it is necessary to find a closed
ball Br (w) with radius r , which T(w) maps back onto
itself and on which the supremum of its Fréchet deriva-
tive is strictly less than one. Assuming w ∈ Br (w), the
aforementioned radius can be determined from [37,40]

‖T(w) − w‖ ≤ ‖T(w) − T(w)‖ + ‖T(w) − w‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

≤ sup‖DT(w)‖
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Z(r)

‖w − w‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤r

+Y ≤: r,

(52)

which shows that T maps any w ∈ Br (w) back into
Br (w). Furthermore, Y > 0 and Z(r) is a polynomial
in r > 0 with only non-negative coefficients, hence
1 − Z(r) > 0 and Z(r) = sup‖DT(w)‖ < 1, respec-
tively. The main task in the application of this error
analysis tool, i.e., the radii polynomial method [38–
40], is to find an upper bound for Y and Z(r) for a
given approximation w and to show that an r > 0 that
satisfies (52) exists. It is straightforward to calculate
the bound Y in our application, since the (infinite) vec-
tor T(w)−w has only finitely many nonzero elements.
The firstN orders are identically zero because the map
T(w) consists of the invariance equations which pro-
duce the nonzero elements for the firstN orders in the
approximate solution w in the first place. Furthermore,
T(w) can have at most mN nonzero elements, where
m is the highest order product between elements of the
argument within the invariance equations.

Note that the presented reasoning presupposes that
an upper bound for the tail terms is shown to be below
some desired (finite) value on a closed unit (poly-)disk,
i.e., pn ∈ [−1, 1],∀n ∈ [1, M]. Therefore, the scaling
of themaster eigenvectors used as a solution to the first-
order invariance equation should be chosen such that
the aforementioned conditions are met [38,40]. How-
ever, this is not the only perspective of this problem. An
alternative that leads to the same conclusions is to take
an arbitrary scaling of the master eigenvalues in W1,
e.g., unit length, and to define a weighted �1ν space of
infinite (multi-)sequences were

∑∞
n=1 |wn||ν|n < ∞

and to endow it with the corresponding weighted ‖·‖ν
1

norm. The equivalence of those two perspectives and
the benefits in numerical stability of the former are dis-
cussed, e.g., in [38,40].

As mentioned above, the application of the radii
polynomial method is a much studied problem in
the case of the normal form parametrization for
non-resonant or finitely resonant systems [37–40].
However, its application to different parametrizations
requires a specifically adapted algorithm in each case,
since the fixed point problem T must satisfy the invari-
ance equations that change with the method of con-
structing the reduced dynamics. Moreover, for sys-
tems with infinitely many resonances, such as conser-
vative nonlinear vibration problems, the normal form
parametrization can lead to terms whose order is pro-
portional to the order of the invariance equation to
which they belong. The reason for this can be out-
lined as follows: in the normal form parametriza-
tion for resonant systems, the nonzero coefficients in
the reduced dynamics at order n have the form (30)
(i.e., (e�

� ⊗ u∗
j )cn), which among other, involves a

term that results from the (standard) inner product
of a known constant vector with some column of∑n−1

k=2 WkRn,k . This, in turn, produces scalar multi-
ples of terms of the form

∑n−1
k=2[wk]i [rn−k+1] j , where

[rn−k+1] j in itself has scalar multiples of terms like
∑n−k

l=2 [wl ]p[rn−k−l+2]q , that result in higher order
terms of the form

∑n−1
k=2

∑n−k
l=2 [wk]i [wl ]p[rn−k−l+2]q .

These terms could propagate through the invariance
equations indefinitely or up to unreasonably high
orders, thus resulting in Z(r) being a polynomial
of (arbitrarily) high order. This in turn renders the
radii polynomial approach impractical for such prob-
lems. In extreme cases, the additional problem of find-
ing an upper bound for the first positive root of the
infinite polynomial Z(r) needs to be solved, which
might be difficult. Furthermore, the bound Y becomes
increasingly difficult to calculate, since a higher order
of nonlinearity within the invariance equation means
more nonzero terms in T(w), infinitely many in the
extreme case. The development of a general method
for constructing the required bounds for all consid-
ered parametrizations is beyond the scope of this
manuscript; hence, we develop the necessary results on
an individual basis for the examples in the next section.

3 Parametrization study for benchmark systems

In the previous section, a state-of-the-art method for
approximating spectral submanifolds in the neighbor-
hood of fixed points and periodic orbits is described,
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basedmainly on [13], where remaining ambiguities are
highlighted and discussed. Additionally, some suitable
a posteriori error analysis tools are examined there. In
the following subsections, several benchmark systems
without exact resonances and with hyperbolic fixed
points at the origin are proposed to study the perfor-
mance of the method. In Sects. 3.1 through 3.6, specif-
ically constructed autonomous systems, for which an
analytic expression of the invariant manifold and the
reduceddynamics thereon is known, are studied.There-
after, two vibration problems adopted from the litera-
ture are examined. Section 3.7 deals with a conserva-
tive oscillator originally studied by Shaw and Pierre [6]
with a slight modification that allows for a closed form
expression of the exact solution. A non-autonomous
system adopted from [13] is considered in Sect. 3.8.

While there is an infinite number of possible
parametrizations for these systems, we focus on the
three variants

NFP-L: the normal form parametrization for sys-
temswithout resonances and linear reduceddynam-
ics,
NFP-NR: the normal form parametrization for sys-
temswith “near resonances” and nonlinear reduced
dynamics,
GSP: the graph style parametrization with nonlin-
ear reduced dynamics.

The consideration of “near resonances” in the case of
autonomous systems is based on the observation that
pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues with “small”
real parts approximately satisfy (25), where the condi-
tion “small” is not well-defined, cf. [13, Remark 3] and
Sect. 2.2.3. Conversely, in the limit of vanishing real
parts the resonances become exact.

In Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, two-dimensional autonomous
systems with a one-dimensional slow invariant mani-
fold are considered. The performance of NFP-L and
GSP is fairly compared, where the low dimensionality
of these benchmark problems allows the computation
of all coefficients in terms of infinite power series as
well as their domain of convergence in physical coordi-
nates. This, combined with the inherently non-resonant
nature of the systems, also allows all parametrizations
to be carefully studied in terms of the truncation error.

In Sects. 3.3 through 3.6, three-dimensional
autonomous systems are considered which possess a
two-dimensional slow invariant manifold that is tan-
gent to the eigenspace of a complex conjugate pair of

eigenvalues at the origin. Each system is specifically
chosen to favor one parametrization style over the oth-
ers and to highlight unexpected behavior.

In particular, Sect. 3.3 deals with a system with pla-
nar slowSSM;hence,GSP showsgoodperformance. In
fact, for systemswith a hyperbolic fixed point at the ori-
gin and no exact resonances, linear invariant manifolds
can always be calculated exactly usingGSP, which can
be shown as follows.

A (smooth) invariant manifold W of a dynamical
system ż = F̂(z) is characterized by the defining vector
field F̂(z) being tangential to the manifold W at all
points z ∈ W where F̂(z �= 0) [2,3]. In the case of a
dynamical system of the form (2)with a linear invariant
manifold W := W1p, where AW1 = BW1R1 this
implies

F(W1p) = BW1G(p), (53)

where G(p) is an M-dimensional vector valued func-
tion that depends on p. The substitution of a generic
multivariate power series for both the manifold and the
reduced dynamics in (2) yields

B∇pW(p)R(p) = AW(p) + F(W(p)). (54)

Using GSP as parametrization gives

R(p) = R1p +
N∑

i=2

U∗Cip⊗i

= R1p + U∗F(W(p))

−
N∑

i=2

i−1∑

j=2

U∗BWj︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

Ri, jp⊗i . (55)

Finally, substituting W(p) = W1p solves the invari-
ance equation

B∇pWR = BW1
(
R1p + U∗F(W1p)

)

= BW1R1p + BW1 U∗BW1︸ ︷︷ ︸
1M

G(p)

= AW1︸︷︷︸
BW1R1

p + F(W1p)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
BW1G(p)

(56)

and since the solution at all orders is unique (hyperbolic
fixed point at the origin and no exact resonances), it is
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also guaranteed to be recovered by solving recursively,
starting from W1 as defined in (17).

The reduced dynamics on the exact SSM for the sys-
tem in Sect. 3.4 is linear; therefore, NFP-L yields the
best approximation. Furthermore, under the assump-
tion of a system with hyperbolic fixed point at the ori-
gin and no exact resonances, i.e., unique solution of
the invariance equation at all orders, NFP-L is guaran-
teed to recover the correct solution for any system with
linear reduced dynamics by Poincaré’s theorem [28].

Section 3.5 highlights an unexpected case where
NFP-NR recovers the exact solution for a systemwith a
stable limit cycle on the unstable manifold. Moreover,
it is shown that the good performance of NFP-NR is
not due to “small” real parts of the master eigenvalues
or the conditioning of the co-homological operators,
thus challenging the common practice [12,13,34] of
choosing the parametrization based on linear algebra
arguments.

In Sect. 3.7, a conservative oscillator originally stud-
ied by Shaw and Pierre [6] and slightly modified to
permit a closed form solution is used to illustrate the
significant affect that the method of constructing the
reduced dynamics has on the approximation quality. In
addition, the example is used as a basis for introducing
an alternative parameterization strategy tailored to sys-
tems of this type that is demonstrated to improve the
approximation accuracy.

The treatment of a non-autonomous system from
[13] is discussed in Sect. 3.8. The focus is on the
approximation of forced response curves and backbone
curves for a moderate forcing amplitude. It is shown
that the poor performance of the approximation of the
autonomous SSM directly affects the non-autonomous
case. Finally, the heuristic approach from Sect. 3.7 is
adopted to this case further illustrating the potentials
of developing specialized parametrizations.

In conclusion, the first two problems focus on a
fair comparison between normal form and graph style
parametrization. Their analysis includes information
that ranges from the exact solution, trough explicit
expressions for all parametrization coefficients, to a
comparison of different error analysis tools with the
exact truncation error. For all remaining systems, the
performance ofNFP-L,NFP-NR andGSP is compared.
The examples are chosen to favor one parametrization
to illustrate that any of the others could fail, partly in
unexpected ways. This is intended to promote the idea
that more thoughts should be put in the parametrization

choice, which should ideally be tailored to the system
at hand. A detailed discussion of the presented results
is performed in Sect. 4.

3.1 2D system with quadratic SSM

Consider the autonomous system

ż1 = −z1 − 2z21 + 3z1z2,

ż2 = −7

2
z2 + z21 − 5z1z2 + 21

4
z22 (57)

with two hyperbolic fixed points: the stable fixed point

z∗
1 = [

0 0
]�

at the origin and the unstable fixed point

z∗
2 = [

0 2
3

]�
. There is a one-dimensional invariant

manifold that contains both fixed points and is tangent
to their respective slow eigenspaces. A parametrization
for this manifold is

z =
[
ζ + ζ 2

2
3ζ

2

]
(58)

with the corresponding reduced dynamics being

ζ̇ = −ζ(ζ + 1), (59)

as can be verified via direct substitution into (57).
However, this parametrization is not unique and

other polynomial parametrizations of finite degree can
be obtained in the following way: first, the transfor-
mation ζ = PM (ξ) with a polynomial PQ(ξ) =
∑Q

i=0 aiξ
i of degree Q is substituted into (59); the

coefficients ai are then chosen so that the right
hand side of the transformed reduced dynamics ξ̇ =
−PQ(ξ)

(
1 + PQ(ξ)

)
/P ′

Q(ξ) is a polynomial of degree
Q + 1. This procedure yields a nonlinear system of
equations for which we have no general solution. Nev-
ertheless,we conjecture that this construction generates
countably infinitelymany polynomial parametrizations
of finite degree, all of which are analytic at the ori-
gin, and where the corresponding reduced dynamics
has Q + 1 fixed points and the immersion of the man-
ifold covers the segment between z∗

1 and z∗
2 Q times.

Three examples of such transformations are ζ =
2ξ + ξ2 , ζ = −1 + ξ2 and ζ = 1

4 (ξ + 6ξ2 + 9ξ3),
where the first one gives
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Failing parametrizations: what can go wrong when approximating spectral submanifolds

Fig. 1 Flow of system (57) with stable fixed point z∗
1 (black

marker) and unstable fixed point z∗
2 (white marker). The mani-

folds z(ζ ) via (58) and z(ξ) via (60) are depicted as red and blue
lines, respectively. (Color figure online)

z =
[
2ξ + 5ξ2 + 4ξ3 + ξ4

2
3 (4ξ

2 + 4ξ3 + ξ4)

]
(60)

with

ξ̇ = − 1
2ξ(ξ + 1)(ξ + 2). (61)

The flow of (57), both fixed points z∗
1, z∗

2 and the
parametrizations (58) and (60) are depicted in Fig. 1.

The parametrization (59) describes an embedded
manifold (red line) whose corresponding reduced
dynamics (59) has two fixed points ζ ∗

1 = 0 and
ζ ∗
2 = −1 that correspond to the two fixed points

z∗
1 and z∗

2, respectively. In contrast, (60) describes an
immersed manifold that covers the blue line twice
since z(−1 + η) = z(−1 − η). The corresponding
reduced dynamics (61) has three fixed points ξ1 = 0
and ξ2 = −1 and ξ3 = −2, where ξ1 and ξ3 corre-
spond to z∗

1, and ξ2 to z∗
2. The spectral submanifolds

literature ([7,12,13], etc.) does not impose any restric-
tions on the parametrization, where the caused inde-
terminacy is deemed to be irrelevant as long as the
invariance equations are solvable at all orders. How-
ever, the manifold (60) forms a set of points in phase
space {z(ξ) : ξ ∈ R} which is a proper subset of the
one formed by the manifold (59) {z(ζ ) : ζ ∈ R}, hence

the two sets are not identical. Therefore, there are at
least two distinct invariant manifolds which are differ-
entiable infinitely many times at the origin, which tech-
nically violates the uniqueness claim in [7, Theorem 3].
Nevertheless, (58) is the only one of these finite degree
polynomial parametrizations that describes an embed-
ded manifold, so even in this case some uniqueness
is preserved and a simple addition to the assumptions
of the SSM existence and uniqueness theorem might
suffice to resolve this issue.

The fact that the parametrization of the manifold is
not unique raises the question of what approximation
the procedure described in Sect. 2.2 produces starting
from either one of the fixed points. Startingwith the ori-
gin z∗

1, the linearization of (57) gives the eigenvalues
λ1 = −1 and λ2 = − 7

2 with corresponding eigenvec-

tors v1 = [
1 0
]�

and v2 = [
0 1
]�

.We are interested in
approximating the slow spectral submanifold tangent to
the master spectral subspace E = span{v1} belonging
to the eigenvalue λ1 with the smallest absolute value of
the real part. The relative spectral quotient (6) is

σ(E) =
⌊
Re {λ2}
Re {λ1}

⌋
=
⌊
7

2

⌋
= 3 (62)

and since the non-resonance condition (7)

ci (−1) �= −7

2
, for ci ∈ {2, 3} (63)

is satisfied, [7, Theorem 3] states that there exists
a unique, at least (σ(E)+1)-times continuously dif-
ferentiable SSM tangent to E at the origin. How-
ever, as explained above, there are (possibly infinitely)
many exact parametrizations by polynomials of finite
degree, but only the lowest order parametrization (58)
describes an embeddedmanifold, and the degree of this
parametrization and the corresponding reduced dynam-
ics (59) is 2 < σ(E). In Sect. 3.1.1, the normal form
parametrization NFP-L is investigated, in Sect. 3.1.2
the graph style parametrizationGSP, and in Sect. 3.1.3,
the results for the other fixed point z∗

2 are discussed.

3.1.1 Normal form parametrization

Following the procedure described in Sect. 2.2.1, the
first-order invariance equation

AW1 = BW1R1
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Fig. 2 The exact SSM (red line) tangent to the master spectral
subspace E (black line) and the domains of convergence for the
normal form parametrization NFP-L (green line) and the graph
style parametrizationGSP (blue line). Dashed lines indicate sec-
tions where the dynamics on the manifold does not converge to
the origin. (Color figure online)

is solved by choosing R1 = r1 = λ1 = −1 and W1 =
w1 = [

ν 0
]�

with ν ∈ R\{0}.
Since there are no resonances, the reduced

dynamics

ṗ = −p (64)

following from the normal form parametrization is lin-
ear and the invariance equation of order n ≥ 2 via (18)
reads

[
1 − n 0
0 7

2 − n

] [
wn,1
wn,2

]

=
n−1∑

k=1

[ −2wk,1wn−k,1 + 3wk,1wn−k,2
wk,1(wn−k,1 − 5wn−k,2) + 21

4 wk,2wn−k,2

]
.

(65)

This equation is solved by the coefficients

wn =
[

nνn

2
3 (n − 1)νn

]
, (66)

Fig. 3 The exact SSM (red line) tangent to the master spectral
subspace E (black line) and theO(5) approximations for the nor-
mal form parametrizationNFP-L (green line) and the graph style
parametrization GSP (blue line). Dashed lines indicate sections
where the dynamics on the manifold does not converge to the
origin. (Color figure online)

thus the normal form parametrization yields the power
series

w(p) =
∞∑

n=1

[
n

2
3 (n − 1)

]
(νp)n (67)

as an approximation of the invariant manifold in a
neighborhood of the origin z∗

1. Application of the ratio
test [42] to both power series in (67) gives the radius
of convergence (w.r.t. νp)

r = lim
n→∞

∣∣
∣∣

n

n + 1

∣∣
∣∣ = lim

n→∞

∣∣∣
∣∣

2
3 (n − 1)

2
3n

∣∣∣
∣∣
= 1.

For νp ∈ (−1, 1), (67) converges to

w(p) =
⎡

⎢
⎣

νp
1−νp +

(
νp

1−νp

)2

2
3

(
νp

1−νp

)2

⎤

⎥
⎦ (68)

and the transformation ζ = νp
1−νp recovers (58) and,

when substituted into (64), (59). However, (67) con-
verges only for νp ∈ (−1, 1) ⇔ ζ ∈ (− 1

2 ,∞
)
as

depicted in Fig. 2; hence, finite-dimensional trunca-
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tions also can only give useful results (at most) in that
range (cf. Fig. 3).

For any finite approximation orderN , an error anal-
ysis tool could be employed in order to determine an
estimate or a validated upper bound for the approx-
imation error. In the following, the radii polynomial
method [38–40] as introduced in Sect. 2.4 is employed
to compute a validated upper bound for the error. In
this case, the fixed-point problem for T(w) is defined
as T1(w) = w1 for n = 1 and as

[
Tn,1

Tn,2

]
=
[ 1
1−n 0
0 2

7−2n

]

n−1∑

k=1

[ −2wk,1wn−k,1 + 3wk,1wn−k,2

wk,1(wn−k,1 − 5wn−k,2) + 21
4 wk,2wn−k,2

]

(69)

for n ≥ 2. The corresponding norm for the residual of
the invariance equation evaluated at the approximate

solution w = [
w∗
1 · · · w∗

N 0
]�

is

Y = ‖T(w) − w‖ ≤
2N∑

n=N+1

|Tn,1| + |Tn,2|. (70)

The Fréchet derivative ofT(w) can in turn be expressed
as an infinite matrix that consists of 2× 2 blocks of the
form

[DT(w)]n,m =
[

∂Tn,1
∂wm,1

∂Tn,1
∂wm,2

∂Tn,2
∂wm,1

∂Tn,2
∂wm,2

]

=
[−4wn−m,1+3wn−m,2

1−n
3wn−m,1
1−n

2wn−m,1−5wn−m,2
7/2−n

−5wn−m,1+21/2wn−m,2
7/2−n

]

, (71)

where the ‖·‖1 norm of that infinite matrix is equivalent
to the supremum of the ‖·‖1 norms of its columns

‖DT(w)‖1 = sup‖[DT(w)]·,m‖1. (72)

Note that wk = Tk(w) = const. ∀n ∈ [1,N ] by
design, therefore, n > m > N ∈ N holds for all
nonzero terms in ‖DT(w)‖1. Furthermore, all pairs of
columns for m > N + 1 have a smaller ‖·‖1 norm
than their m = N + 1 counterparts, since the nonzero
terms start at a greater n, hence, the multipliers 1

1−n

and 1
7/2−n are smaller while running through the same

linear combinations of wn−m,1|2. Therefore, the only

remaining task is to construct an upper bound for the
‖·‖1 norm of the “larger“ column, e.g.,

‖DT(w)‖1 ≤
N∑

k=1

∣∣∣∣
3wk,1

N + k

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
10wk,1 − 21wk,2

2(N + k) − 5

∣∣∣∣

+
∞∑

N+1

3|wk,1|
2N + 1

+ 10|wk,1| + 21|wk,2|
4N − 3

.

(73)

Recall that w ∈ Br (w) and therefore ‖w − w‖1 =
‖w‖1 = ∑∞

N+1 |wk,1| + |wk,2| ≤ r . Hence, the
supremum of the upper bound above can be expressed
as

sup‖DT(w)‖1 ≤ Z0 + Z1r, (74)

where

Z0 =
N∑

k=1

∣∣∣∣
3wk,1

N + k

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
10wk,1 − 21wk,2

2(N + k) − 5

∣∣∣∣

Z1 = 21

4N − 3
. (75)

In this case, applying the results discussed in Sect. 2.4
to show that T(w) is a contraction on Br (w) and that a
unique fixed-point w∗ of T(w) exists in Br (w), respec-
tively, reduces to finding an r > 0 that satisfies

Z1r
2 + (Z0 − 1)r + Y ≤ 0. (76)

Since the least (available) upper bound for the error
is of interest, the radii polynomial approach [38–40]
yields

‖w∗‖1 =≤ (1 − Z0 −√
(Z0 − 1)2 − 4Z1Y )

2Z1
. (77)

As discussed at the beginning of Sect. 2.4, simpler
methods for estimating the error basedonevaluating the
residual of the invariance equation for a given approxi-
mate solution are also commonly used in the literature
[36,38]. This approach has the benefit of relatively low
computational effort and straightforward implementa-
tion, especially since in this case the residual is identical
to the bound Y , i.e., it has already been calculated.

On top of that, the simplicity of this example also
allows the normof the tail terms (i.e., the approximation
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Table 1 Error analysis for NFP-L

RPM REE EXE

1.28 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−5 1.06 × 10−5

error) to be determined exactly, since the solution (66)
for the normal form parametrization is known explic-
itly. The ‖·‖1 norm of the tail terms is

∞∑

N+1

|w∗
k,1| + |w∗

k,2| = (2 − 5N )(ν − 1) + 5

3ν−(N+1)(ν − 1)2
. (78)

A comparison between the validated upper bound for
the approximation error by the radii polynomialmethod
(RPM), the residual-based error estimation (REE) and
the exact error (EXE), all measured w.r.t. the ‖·‖1 norm
for ν = 0.1 and N = 5, is provided in Table 1.

3.1.2 Graph style parametrization

Since the procedure described in Sect. 2.2 does not
result in a unique parametrization for the SSM approx-
imation, a possible alternative is to use the graph
style parametrization to determine the coefficients. This
approach yields the coefficients for the reduced dynam-
ics of order n ≥ 2

rn = 3wn−1,2 − 2νδn2 , (79)

where the corresponding invariance equation is

wn = 2ν

[
0

ν
3 δn2 − wn−1,2

]
+

n−1∑

k=1

[
0

3
2wk,2wn−k,2

]
(80)

with the Kronecker delta δ
j
i . Its solution yields the

invariant manifold

W(p) =
[

νp
2
3

∑∞
n=2

(−1)n22n−3(3/2)n−2
n! (νp)n

]

(81)

and the corresponding reduced dynamics

ṗ = −p−2νp2 −2
∞∑

n=3

22n−5(3/2)n−3

(−1)n(n − 1)! ν
n−1 pn, (82)

where (·)n denotes the Pochhammer symbol. For νp ∈(− 1
4 ,

1
4

)
(81) and (82) converge to

W(p) =
[

νp
2
3

(
νp + 1

2 −
√
1+4νp
2

)
]

(83)

and

ν ṗ = −νp
√
1 + 4νp, (84)

respectively, resulting in a convergence radius of r = 1
4 .

The transformation ζ =
√
1+4νp
2 − 1

2 converts (83) into
(58) and (84) into (59); hence, it recovers the correct
solution. However, the domain of convergence is lim-

ited to νp ∈ (− 1
4 ,

1
4

) ⇔ ζ ∈
(
− 1

2 ,
√
2−1
2

)
as shown

in Fig. 2; hence, any finite-dimensional truncation of
(81) yields a reasonable approximation of the SSM (at
most) in this range (cf. Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the non-
linear reduced dynamics allows a better approximation
of the stability behavior on the manifold, since sections
in which the system does not converge to the evolution
point z∗

1 are also possible, cf. Fig. 3.
As for the NFP-L approximation, an error analy-

sis can be performed in the case of the graph style
parametrization, however, there are some differences.
In particular, verifying that the approximation error is
below a certain threshold may not be sufficient if the
reduced dynamics becomes unstable within its domain
of admissible values, i.e., the unit (poly-)disk; there-
fore, it should also be verified that this is not the case.
Moreover, since GSP produces an additional relation-
ship between the coefficients of the invariant manifold
for n ≥ 2 (must be B-orthogonal to the left master
space), the corresponding fixed-point problem can be
simplified. In this case,GSP results in a linear relation-
ship between the reduced and the master coordinates
and there are no tail terms in the equations correspond-
ing to the master subspace, as it can be observed in
the invariance equation (80). Therefore, the fixed-point
problem used for constructing an upper bound for the
approximation error/tail terms can be simplified to

Tn = 2

3
ν2δn2 − 2νwn−1 + 3

2

n−1∑

k=1

wkwn−k . (85)

The index indicating the row in wk (i.e.,wk,2) has been
dropped for the sake of brevity, since only the second
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Table 2 Error analysis for GSP

RPM REE EXE

4.11 × 10−5 3.18 × 10−5 4.11 × 10−5

coordinate depends on the reduced system in a nonlin-
ear manner.

Next, the residual of the invariance equation is eval-
uated

Y = ‖T(w) − w‖ ≤
2N∑

n=N+1

|Tn|. (86)

The Fréchet derivative can be expressed as an infinite
matrix of the form

[DT(w)]n,m = 3wn−m − 2νδn−m
1 , (87)

with the ‖·‖1 norm

‖DT(w)‖1 = 2ν + 3
∞∑

k=1

|wk |, (88)

and its supremum

sup‖DT(w)‖1 = 2ν + 3
N∑

k=1

|wk | + 3r. (89)

Once more, this result is a quadratic equation for deter-
mining an upper bound for the approximation error

‖w∗‖1 ≤ (1 − Z0 −√
(Z0 − 1)2 − 12Y )

6
. (90)

The series solution (81) for GSP is also explicitly
known, as well as the residual for the invariance equa-
tion (86). Based thereon, a comparison between the
radii polynomialmethod (RPM), the residual error esti-
mate (REE) and the exact error (EXE) for ν = 0.1 and
N = 5 is given in Table 2.

3.1.3 The other fixed point

To investigate the approximation of the slow SSM

around the other fixed point z∗
2 = [

0 2
3

]�
, it is first

shifted to the origin of the transformed system z̃ =
z − z∗

2, which turns (57) into

˙̃z1 = z̃1 − 2z̃21 + 3z̃1 z̃2,

˙̃z2 = − 10
3 z̃1 + 7

2 z̃2 + z̃21 − 5z̃1 z̃2 + 21
4 z̃

2
2, (91)

the invariant manifold (58) into

z̃ =
[

ζ̃ + ζ̃ 2

4
3 ζ̃ + 2

3 ζ̃
2

]
(92)

and the reduced dynamics (59) into

˙̃
ζ = ζ̃ (ζ̃ + 1). (93)

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (91) are λ̃1 = 1,

λ̃2 = 7
2 and ṽ1 = [ 3

4 1
]�

and ṽ2 = [
0 1
]�

. The

approximation of the slow SSM tangential to Ẽ =
span{ṽ1} is analogous to the procedure for the first fixed
point. The result of the normal form parametrization
NFP-L is

W̃(p) =
⎡

⎢
⎣

p
1−p +

(
p

1−p

)2

4
3

p
1−p + 2

3

(
p

1−p

)2

⎤

⎥
⎦ (94)

with

ṗ = p, (95)

relation ζ̃ = p
1−p and convergence range p ∈

(−1, 1) ⇔ ζ̃ ∈ (− 1
2 ,∞

) ⇔ ζ ∈ (−∞,− 1
2

)
. The

result of the graph style parametrization GSP is

W̃(p) =
[

p
2
3

(
p − 1

2 +
√
1+4p
2

)
]

(96)

with

ṗ = p
√
1 + 4p, (97)

relation ζ̃ =
√
1+4p
2 − 1

2 and convergence range p ∈
(− 1

4 ,
1
4

) ⇔ ζ̃ ∈
(
− 1

2 ,
√
2−1
2

)
⇔ ζ ∈

(
− 1+√

2
2 ,− 1

2

)
,

cf. Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 The exact SSM (red line) tangent to the master spectral
subspace Ẽ (black line) and the domains of convergence for the
normal form parametrization NFP-L (green line) and the graph
style parametrization GSP (blue line). (Color figure online)

3.2 2D system with cubic SSM

Consider the autonomous system

ż1 = −z1 + 1

3
z31 + 4

3
z21z2 + 4

3
z1z

2
2,

ż2 = −7z1 − 9

2
z2 + 5

60
z31 + 5

6
z21z2 + 7

3
z1z

2
2 + 2z32

(98)

with three hyperbolic fixed points: the stable fixed

point z∗
1 = [

0 0
]�

at the origin and the unstable fixed

points z∗
2 = [

0 3
2

]�
and z∗

3 = [
0 − 3

2

]�
. There is a

one-dimensional invariant manifold that contains all
fixed points and is tangent to their respective slow
eigenspaces. A parametrization for this manifold is

z =
[

ζ − ζ 3

−2ζ + 1
2ζ

3

]
(99)

with the corresponding reduced dynamics being

ζ̇ = −ζ(1 − ζ 2), (100)

as can be verified via direct substitution into (98). Lin-
earization of (98) at the origin z∗

1 gives the eigenvalues

λ1 = −1 and λ2 = − 9
2 with corresponding eigen-

vectors v1 = [
1 −2

]�
and v2 = [

0 1
]�

. The rela-
tive spectral quotient (6) for the slow SSM tangent to
E = span{v1} is

σ(E) =
⌊
Re {λ2}
Re {λ1}

⌋
=
⌊
9

2

⌋
= 4 (101)

and since the non-resonance condition (7)

ci (−1) �= −9

2
, for ci ∈ {2, 3, 4} (102)

is satisfied, [7, Theorem 3] states that there exists a
unique, analytic SSM tangent to E at the origin. The
approximation of the slow SSM around the fixed point
at the origin z∗

1 by the normal form parametrization
NFP-L is investigated in Sect. 3.2.1, and by the graph
style parametrization GSP in Sect. 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Normal form parametrization

Following the procedure described in Sect. 2.2.1, the
first-order invariance equation

AW1 = BW1R1

is solved by choosing R1 = r1 = λ1 = −1 and W1 =
w1 = ν

[
1 −2

]�
with ν ∈ R\{0}.

Since there are no resonances, the reduced dynamics

ṗ = −p (103)

following from the normal form parametrization is lin-
ear and the manifold is given by the power series

W(p) = −2
∞∑

n=1

(−1)n

(n − 1)!
[ ( 1

2

)
n

(n + 1)
(− 1

2

)
n

]
(νp)2n−1

(104)

that converges for νp ∈ (−1, 1) to

W(p) =
⎡

⎢
⎣

νp

(1+(νp)2)
3
2

− νp(4+3(νp)2)

2(1+(νp)2)
3
2

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (105)
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Fig. 5 The exact SSM (red line) tangent to the master spectral
subspace E (black line) and the domains of convergence for the
normal form parametrization NFP-L (green line) and the graph
style parametrizationGSP (blue line). Dashed lines indicate sec-
tions where the dynamics on the manifold does not converge to
the origin. (Color figure online)

The transformation ζ = νp√
1+(νp)2

recovers (99) and,

when substituted into (103), (100). The domain of con-
vergence is depicted in Fig. 5, and the O(5) approxi-
mation is compared to the exact invariant manifold in
Fig. 6.

Analogous to the previous example, the radii poly-
nomial method [38–40] can be used as a tool for error
analysis. The corresponding fixed point-problem is

[
Tn,1

Tn,2

]
=
[

1
1−n 0

− 14
(1−n)(9−2n)

2
9−2n

]

n−1∑

k=2

k−1∑

p=1

[ 1
3wp,1wk−p,1(wn−k,1 + 4wn−k,2)
1
12wp,1wk−p,1(wn−k,1 + 10wn−k,2)

+ 4
3wp,1wk−p,2wn−k,2

+ 1
3 (7wp,1 + 6wp,2)wk−p,2wn−k,2

]
(106)

with the residual

Y = ‖T(w) − w‖ ≤
3N∑

n=N+1

|Tn|. (107)

Fig. 6 The exact SSM (red line) tangent to the master spectral
subspace E (black line) and theO(5) approximations for the nor-
mal form parametrizationNFP-L (green line) and the graph style
parametrization GSP (blue line). Dashed lines indicate sections
where the dynamics on the manifold does not converge to the
origin. (Color figure online)

The corresponding Fréchet derivative can be expressed
as the infinite matrix

[DT(w)]n,m =
[

∂Tn,1
∂wm,1

∂Tn,1
∂wm,2

∂Tn,2
∂wm,1

∂Tn,2
∂wm,2

]

,

where

∂Tn,1

∂wm,1
= 1

1 − n

n−m−1∑

k=1

(
wk,1wn−m−k,1

+ 8

3
wk,1wn−m−k,2 + 4

3
wk,2wn−m−k,2

)
,

∂Tn,1

∂wm,2
= 1

1 − n

n−m−1∑

k=1

(
4

3
wk,1wn−m−k,1

+ 8

3
wk,1wn−m−k,2

)
,

∂Tn,2

∂wm,1
= 2

9 − 2n

⎡

⎣
n−m−1∑

k=1

(
1

4
wk,1wn−m−k,1

+ 1

3
(5wk,1 + 7wk,2)wn−m−k,2

)
− 7

∂Tn,1

∂wm,1

]
,
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Table 3 Error analysis for NFP-L

RPM REE EXE

3.93 × 10−7 3.77 × 10−7 3.79 × 10−7

∂Tn,2

∂wm,2
= 2

9 − 2n

⎡

⎣
n−m−1∑

k=1

(
5

6
wk,1wn−m−k,1

+ 2

3
(7wk,1 + 9wk,2)wn−m−k,2

)
− 7

∂Tn,1

∂wm,2

]
.

(108)

Since wk = Tk(w) = const. ∀n ∈ [1,N ] by design,
n > m + 1 > N + 1 holds for all nonzero terms
in DT(w) and again the largest norm corresponds to
m = N +1 because of the multipliers ((1−n)−1, etc.).
Furthermore, note that

∑n
k=2

∣∣∑k−1
p=1 wpwk−p

∣∣ ≤
(∑n

k=1 |wp|
)2. Under those considerations, one possi-

ble upper bound for sup‖DT(w)‖1 can be constructed
as

sup‖DT(w)‖1 < Z0 + Z1r + Z2r
2 (109)

where

Z2 = 12

4N − 3

Z1 = Z2

N∑

k=1

|wk,1| + 2|wk,2|

Z0 =
N+1∑

k=3

∣∣∣∣
∂TN+k,1

∂wN+1,2

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
∂TN+k,2

∂wN+1,2

∣∣∣∣ . (110)

This results in a cubic equation for determining an
upper bound for the error, where the smallest posi-
tive root is of interest, since the least (available) upper
bound is sought.

In this case, the series solution (104) is explicitly
known as well and a comparison between the radii
polynomial method (RPM), the residual error estimate
(REE) and the exact error (EXE) for ν = 0.1 and
N = 5 is summarized in Table 3.

3.2.2 Graph style parametrization

The graph style parametrization, cf. Sect. 2.2.3, yields
the manifold approximation

W(p) =
[

νp

− νp
2 − 3

2

∑∞
n=0

(3n
n

) (νp)2n+1

2n+1

]

(111)

with the reduced dynamics

ṗ = −p +
∞∑

n=0

(
3n

n

)
2ν2n p2n+1

3n − 1
(112)

and the radius of convergence r = 2
3
√
3
. For νp ∈

(
− 2

3
√
3
, 2
3
√
3

)
, (111) converges to

W(p) =
[

νp

− νp
2 − √

3 sin
(
1
3 sin

−1
(
3
√
3

2 νp
))
]

(113)

and (112) to

ṗ = p

(

1 − 2 cos

(
2

3
sin−1

(
3
√
3

2
νp

)))

(114)

which are equivalent to (99) and (100) by the transfor-

mation ζ = 2√
3
sin
(
1
3 sin

−1
(
3
√
3

2 νp
))

. The domain

of convergence is depicted in Fig. 5, and the O(5)
approximation is compared to the exact invariant man-
ifold in Fig. 6.

The fixed-point problem for the application of the
radii polynomial method [38–40] is

Tn = ν3

2
δn3 + ν2

3
wn−2 + 2

3
ν

n−1∑

k=2

wk−1wn−k

+ 4

9

n−1∑

k=2

k−1∑

p=1

wpwk−pwn−k, (115)

where the row-index (i.e., wk,2) has been dropped for
the sake of brevity as in Sect. 3.1.2. The residual of the
invariance equation is

Y = ‖T(w) − w‖ ≤
3N∑

n=N+1

|Tn|. (116)
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Table 4 Error analysis for GSP

RPM REE EXE

2.00 × 10−6 1.83 × 10−6 1.89 × 10−6

The Fréchet derivative can be expressed as the infinite
matrix

[DT(w)]n,m = ν2

3
δn−m
2 + 4

3
νwn−m−1

+ 4

3

n−m−1∑

p=1

wpwn−m−p, (117)

for which the ‖·‖1 norm satisfies

‖DT(w)‖1 ≤ ν2

3
+ 4

3

(

ν +
∞∑

k=1

|wk |
) ∞∑

k=1

|wk |. (118)

Its supremum is

sup‖DT(w)‖1 < Z0 + Z1r + Z2r
2, (119)

where

Z2 = 4

3

Z1 = 4

3

⎛

⎝ν + 2
N∑

k=1

|wk |
⎞

⎠

Z0 = 4

3

⎛

⎝ν +
N∑

k=1

|wk |
⎞

⎠
N∑

k=1

|wk | + 1

3
ν2. (120)

Again, the series solution (111) and the resid-
ual (116) are known explicitly and a comparison
between the radii polynomialmethod (RPM), the resid-
ual error estimate (REE) and the exact error (EXE) for
ν = 0.1 and N = 5 as summarized in Table 4 can be
performed.

3.3 3D system with planar SSM and cubic reduced
dynamics

Consider the autonomous system

ż1 = z2,

ż2 = −z1 + z3 − 100(z1 − z3)
3,

ż3 = 3

2
z1 −

(

1 +
√
2

2

)

z3 − 100(z3 − z1)
3 (121)

with the stable fixed point z∗ = [
0 0 0

]�
at the origin.

There is a two-dimensional invariantmanifold that con-
tains the origin and is given by

z =
⎡

⎣
ζ1
ζ2√

2
2 ζ1 − ζ2

⎤

⎦ (122)

with the reduced dynamics being

ζ̇1 = ζ2,

ζ̇2 =
√
2 − 2

2
ζ1 − ζ2 − 100

(
2 − √

2

2
ζ1 + ζ2

)3

,

(123)

as can be verified by substitution into (121). Note that
the manifold described by (122) is a two-dimensional
plane embedded in the three-dimensional phase space.
Linearization of (121) at the origin gives the eigenval-

ues λ1,2 = − 1
2 ± i

√
2−1
2 and λ3 = −

√
2
2

and eigenvectors v1,2 =
[
2 −1 ± i(

√
2 − 1) (1 + √

2) ± i(1 − √
2)
]�

and

v3 = [
2 −√

2 3
]�

. The oscillatory eigenvalues corre-

spond to adamping ratio of D = 1√
2
√

2−√
2

≈ 0.92 and

an undamped eigenfrequency of ω =
√
1 − √

2/2 ≈
0.54 . The relative spectral quotient (6) for the slow
SSM tangent to E = span{v1, v2} is

σ(E) =
⌊

Re {λ3}
Re {λ1,2}

⌋
=
⌊√

2
⌋

= 1, (124)

whichmeans that the non-resonance condition (7) in [7,
Theorem 3] is tivially satisfied, providing the existence
and uniqueness of an at least (σ(E)+1)-times continu-
ously differentiable SSM tangent to E at the origin. To
approximate this slow SSM, all three parametrizations
NFP-L, NFP-NR and GSP are calculated as described
in Sect. 2.2. GSP recovers the exact expressions (122)
and (123) at order three or higher, as expected from
the discussion of its application to linear manifolds at
the beginning of Sect. 3. However, the performance of
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GSP
NFP-NR
NFP-L
Full System

Fig. 7 Solution trajectories of the full system (121) (black line)
and theO(5) approximations ofNFP-L (red line),NFP-NR (blue
line) andGSP (green line). The invariantmanifold is shaded gray,
and the initial condition and origin are represented by the white
and black markers, respectively. (Color figure online)

the normal form parametrizations is less predictable,
as discussed next.

3.3.1 Normal form parametrizations

Both NFP-L and NFP-NR result in presumably infi-
nite power series expressions for which we do not
have closed-form solutions. In both variants of the
normal form parametrization, the embedding of the
invariant manifold approximation is coincident with
the eigenspace E , which is the exact solution. How-
ever, the approximations z = W(p) contain nonzero
coefficients for orders greater than one because the
parametrizationwithin this plane is distorted. The devi-
ations between the normal form parametrizations and
the original system lead to significant approximation
errors in the dynamics. This is illustrated in Fig. 7,
where, starting from the same initial condition, the
solution trajectories for the O(5) approximations of
all three parametrizations are calculated by a Runge–
Kuttamethod and comparedwith that of the full system
(121).

3.4 3D system with cubic SSM and linear reduced
dynamics

Consider the autonomous system

ż = Az + Fz3 (125)

with

A =
⎡

⎣
−a 1 0
−1 −a 0
0 0 −b

⎤

⎦ ,

F =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

1 − 2a 1 + 2a −3a + b
3 −3 3
6a −6 − 6a 3 + 9a − 3b
0 0 0

−6 6 −6
−3 − 6a 9 + 6a −6 − 9a + 3b

0 0 0
0 0 0
3 −3 3

2 + 2a −4 − 2a 3 + 3a − b

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

�

and z3 = [z31 z21z2 z21z3 z1z22 z1z2z3 z1z23 z32 z22z3 z2z23
z33]�. For 0 < a, b ∈ R, the origin z∗ = [

0 0 0
]�

is a stable fixed point, which is contained in the two-
dimensional invariant manifold

z =
⎡

⎣
ζ1 + ζ 3

1
ζ2 − ζ 3

1
ζ 3
1

⎤

⎦ (126)

with the reduced dynamics

ζ̇1 = −aζ1 + ζ2,

ζ̇2 = −ζ1 − aζ2, (127)

as can be verified by substitution into (125). The lin-
earization of (125) at the origin gives the eigenval-
ues λ1,2 = −a ± i and λ3 = −b and eigenvectors

v1,2 = [
1 ±i 0

]�
and v3 = [

0 0 1
]�

.
To calculate numerical SSM approximations, the

parameters are set to a = 1
100 and b = 10

3 giving

ż =
⎡

⎢
⎣

− 1
100 1 0

−1 − 1
100 0

0 0 − 10
3

⎤

⎥
⎦ z

+
⎡

⎢
⎣

49
50 3 3

50 0 −6 − 153
50 0 0 3 101

50
51
50 −3 − 303

50 0 6 − 453
50 0 0 −3 − 201

50
991
300 3 − 691

100 0 −6 391
100 0 0 3 − 91

300

⎤

⎥
⎦ z3.

(128)
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The relative spectral quotient (6) for the slow SSM
tangent to E = span{v1, v2} is

σ(E) =
⌊

Re {λ3}
Re {λ1,2}

⌋
=
⌊
b

a

⌋
= 333 (129)

and since the non-resonance condition (7)

c1λ1 + c2λ2 �= λ3 (130)

is satisfied for all c1, c2 ∈ N, [7, Theorem 3] provides
existence for a unique, at least (σ(E)+1)-times con-
tinuously differentiable SSM tangent to E at the ori-
gin. The approximation of the slow SSM by the nor-
mal form parametrizations NFP-L and NFP-NR is dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.4.1, the graph style parametrization
GSP in Sect. 3.4.2.

3.4.1 Normal form parametrizations

For small values of a, the complex conjugate eigenval-
ues λ1 and λ2 lead to the “near resonances” described
in Sect. 2.2.3. Therefore, with the justification dis-
cussed there, the NFP-NR approximation should be
used to obtain better results and convergence regions
than viaNFP-L. However, this is a systemwith a hyper-
bolic fixed point at the origin and no exact resonances;
hence, the invariance equation has a unique solution
at all orders and since the reduced dynamics (127)
corresponding to the exact manifold (126) is linear,
NFP-L is guaranteed to recover the correct solution by
Poincaré’s theorem. Indeed, approximations of order 3
and higher provide this exact solution for any parameter
set 0 < a < b.

Yet, for this system, despite the ill-conditioning of
the co-homological operators used as justification for
considering “near resonances” in [13], the NFP-NR
approximation is significantly worse than NFP-L. In
Fig. 8, the O(5) approximation is shown. Clearly, this
is a good approximation only in a small neighborhood
around the origin z∗, and large deviations occur quickly.
As expected, the numerical simulation of (125) with an
initial condition on the NFP-NR-O(5)-manifold con-
verges rapidly toward the actual slow SSM and slowly
toward the origin.

Figure 9 reveals another discrepancy manifested
in the backbone curves for the NFP-NR approxima-
tion computed according to Sect. 2.3.4. While the
exact reduced dynamics (127) is linear, meaning that

Fig. 8 Comparison between the exact SSM and the NFP-NR
approximation of order five. The red line shows a trajectory of
the full system that starts at the black marker on the NFP-NR-
O(5)-manifold. (Color figure online)

Fig. 9 NFP-NR backbone curves of orders 3 to 11 (colored lines)
compared to the backbone curve of the exact reduced dynamics
(127) (black line). (Color figure online)

there is no amplitude dependence of its free oscillation
frequency, this is not true for the nonlinear reduced
dynamics of the NFP-NR approximation. Rather, with
increasing approximation order, the backbone curves
indicate a slight amplitude-frequency dependence that
appears to converge for amplitudes corresponding to
roughly ‖z1‖∞ < 0.7.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the exact SSM and the GSP approxima-
tion of order 5. (Color figure online)

3.4.2 Graph style parametrization

The graph style parametrization yields the infinite
power series

z =
⎡

⎢
⎣

p1
p2

−∑∞
n=1

(3n
n

)
(−1)n

p2n+1
1

2n+1

⎤

⎥
⎦ , (131)

which converges to

z =
⎡

⎢
⎣

p1
p2(

2√
3
sinh

(
1
3 sinh

−1
(
3
√
3

2 p1
)))3

⎤

⎥
⎦ (132)

for p1 ∈
(
− 2

3
√
3
, 2
3
√
3

)
, p2 ∈ R. This is equiva-

lent to (126) with the transformation ζ1 = 2√
3
sinh

(
1
3 sinh

−1
(
3
√
3

2 p1
))

, ζ2 = p2 + ζ 3
1 .

Although the spectral submanifold is a graph over
the master subspace to which the graph style
parametrization eventually converges, the range of
convergence is limited. As a result, finite-order GSP
approximations perform similarly poorly here as they
do for NFP-NR, as exemplified in Fig. 10 for the GSP
approximation of order 5.

3.5 3D system with cubic SSM and stable limit cycle I

Consider the autonomous system

ż1 = az1 + z2 − az1(z
2
1 + z22),

ż2 = −z1 + az2 − az2(z
2
1 + z22),

ż3 = −bz3 + (3a + b)z31 + 3z21z2 − 3az3(z
2
1 + z22)

(133)

with 0 < a < b and the unstable fixed point z∗ =
[
0 0 0

]�
at the origin. The two-dimensional manifold

z =
⎡

⎣
ζ1
ζ2
ζ 3
1

⎤

⎦ (134)

with the reduced dynamics

ζ̇1 = aζ1 + ζ2 − aζ1(ζ
2
1 + ζ 2

2 ),

ζ̇2 = −ζ1 − aζ2 − aζ2(ζ
2
1 + ζ 2

2 ) (135)

is invariant with respect to (133) and contains both z∗
and a stable limit cycle at ζ 2

1 +ζ 2
2 = 1. The linearization

of (133) at the origin gives the eigenvalues λ1,2 = a± i

and λ3 = −b and eigenvectors v1,2 = [
1 ±i 0

]�
and

v3 = [
0 0 1

]�
.

Since Re {λ1,2} > 0 and Re {λ3} < 0, the rela-
tive spectral quotient σ(E) according to (6) is nega-
tive and [7, Theorem 3] cannot be used to prove exis-
tence and uniqueness for the slow SSM tangent to E =
span{v1, v2}. However, since E is the entire unstable
spectral subspace of (133), the existence and unique-
ness of the unstable invariant manifold W u, which is
equivalent to the slow SSM we are looking for, fol-
lows from the center manifold theorem, cf. Sect. 2.1.
Under this premise, we discuss how this slow SSM
is approximated by the normal form parametrizations
NFP-L and NFP-NR in Sect. 3.5.1 and by the graph
style parametrization in Sect. 3.5.2.

3.5.1 Normal form parametrizations

Depending on the value of a, “near resonances” can be
more or less well justified, with which the discussion in
Sect. 2.2.3 suggests the use of either the NFP-L or the
NFP-NR approximation. However, for this system, the
NFP-NR approximation of order 3 and higher always
yields the exact SSM and the associated cubic reduced
dynamics, independent of a. Nevertheless, by increas-
ing a, the condition number of the co-homological
operator can be arbitrarily improved, thus questioning
the formal justification for using the NFP-NR approx-
imation. The NFP-NR approximation of order 5 with
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Fig. 11 The NFP-NR approximation of order 5, which is coin-
cident with the exact SSM with a = 1, and an exemplary
trajectory of the full system (red line) with initial condition

z0 = [
1
10

1
10 − 3

2

]�
. (Color figure online)

a = 1 and a solution trajectory of the full system are
shown in Fig. 11.

The NFP-L approximation, on the other hand, is
only applicable in a small neighborhood around the ori-
gin. However, since the origin is unstable and the sys-
tem dynamics of interest is represented by the station-
ary stable limit cycle, this approximation is of limited
use.

3.5.2 Graph style parametrization

Analogous to the above case of NFP-NR,GSP approx-
imations of order 3 and higher yield the exact SSM and
the corresponding reduced dynamics. In contrast to the
behavior of GSP in the previous Sect. 3.4, the conver-
gence region is not bounded and the cubic manifold is
found globally.

Note that this behavior is not limited to the case
of both stable and unstable spectral subspaces. If we
choose b < 0, [7, Theorem 3] is applicable and
NFP-NR, GSP still yield the correct SSM and reduced
dynamics thereon, regardless of the (absolute) param-
eter values. The only difference is that the stable limit
cycle does not attract the vast majority of trajectories
any more.

3.6 3D system with cubic SSM and stable limit
cycle II

Consider the autonomous system

ż = Az + Fz3 (136)

with

A =
⎡

⎣
a 1 0

−1 a 0
0 0 −b

⎤

⎦ ,

F =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

1 + 2a 1 − 2a − 1
a 3a + b

3 −3 − 1
a2

3

−6a −6 + 6a + 3
a − 1

a2
3 − 9a − 3b

0 0 0
−6 6 + 2

a2
−6

−3 + 6a 9 − 6a − 3
a + 2

a2
−6 + 9a + 3b

0 0 0
0 0 0
3 −3 − 1

a2
3

2 − 2a −4 + 2a + 1
a − 1

a2
3 − 3a − b

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

�

and z3 = [z31 z21z2 z21z3 z1z22 z1z2z3 z1z23 z32 z22z3 z2z23
z33]�. For 0 < a < b, there is an unstable fixed point

z∗ = [
0 0 0

]�
at the origin. The two-dimensionalman-

ifold

z =
⎡

⎣
aζ1 + a3ζ 3

1
aζ2 − a3ζ 3

1
a3ζ 3

1

⎤

⎦ (137)

with the reduced dynamics

ζ̇1 = aζ1 + ζ2,

ζ̇2 = −ζ1 + aζ2 − aζ 3
1 − ζ 2

1 ζ2, (138)

is invariant with respect to (136) and contains both z∗
and a stable limit cycle. The linearization of (136) at the
origin gives the eigenvalues λ1,2 = a ± i and λ3 = −b

and eigenvectors v1,2 = [
1 ±i 0

]�
and v3 = [

0 0 1
]�

.
Analogous to the argument in Sect. 3.5, the exis-

tence and uniqueness of the slow SSM tangential to
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E = span{v1, v2} follows from the center manifold
theorem. To calculate numerical SSM approximations,
the parameters are set to a = 1

2 and b = 10
3 giving

ż =
⎡

⎢
⎣

1
2 1 0

−1 1
2 0

0 0 − 10
3

⎤

⎥
⎦ z

+
⎡

⎣
2 3 −3 0 −6 0 0 0 3 1

−2 −7 −1 0 14 8 0 0 −7 −5
29
6 3 − 23

2 0 −6 17
2 0 0 3 − 11

6

⎤

⎦ z3.

(139)

The approximation of this slow SSM by the normal
form parametrizations NFP-L and NFP-NR is dis-
cussed inSect. 3.6.1 andby the graph style parametriza-
tion in Sect. 3.6.2.

3.6.1 Normal form parametrizations

TheNFP-L approximation with linear reduced dynam-
ics is not able to represent the limit cycle and gives poor
results, analogous to the previous section. However, in
contrast to (133), theNFP-NR approximation for (136)
gives useful results only in a small neighborhood of
the origin and is not able to describe the manifold and
the reduced dynamics in the vicinity of the limit cycle.
The NFP-NR approximation of the invariant manifold
degenerates rapidly and the immersion of the manifold
in phase space interpenetrates itself, as shown in Fig. 12
for the approximation of order 5.

3.6.2 Graph style parametrization

Analogous to the results discussed in Sect. 3.4.2, the
graph style parametrization yields an infinite power
series that converges to the correct solution. However,
the range of convergence is again limited, meaning the
limit cycle cannot be represented and the GSP approx-
imation is also of limited use.

3.7 Conservative oscillator with linear SSM

Consider the conservative oscillator given by

ż1 = z3,

ż2 = z4,

Fig. 12 Comparison between the exact SSM and the NFP-NR
approximation of order 5whose immersion interpenetrates itself.
The red line shows a trajectory of the full system that starts on
the NFP-NR-O(5)-manifold. (Color figure online)

ż3 = −2z1 + z2 − γ z31,

ż4 = z1 − 2z2 − γ z32 (140)

with γ > 0, that is a slightly modified version of
the system studied by Shaw and Pierre [6] to simplify
the exact solution. The origin is an elliptic fixed point

z∗ = [
0 0 0

]�
that is contained in the two-dimensional

invariant manifold

z = [
ζ1 ζ1 ζ2 ζ2

]�
(141)

with the corresponding reduced dynamics

ζ̇1 = ζ2,

ζ̇2 = −ζ1 − γ ζ 3
1 , (142)

as can be verified by substitution into (140). The lin-
earization of (140) at the origin gives the eigenvalues
λ1,2 = ±i and λ3,4 = ±i

√
3 with eigenvectors v1,2 =

[±i ±i 1 1
]�

and v3,4 = [±i
√
3 ∓i

√
3 −1 1

]�
.

Since the real parts of all eigenvalues are zero, the
relative spectral quotientσ(E) according to (6) is unde-
fined and [7, Theorem 3] cannot be used to prove the
existence and uniqueness of an invariant manifold tan-
gent to E = span{v1, v2}. However, since E is the spec-
tral subspace corresponding to a single, non-resonant
mode of a purely imaginary pair of complex conju-
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gate eigenvalues, the existence and uniqueness of the
desired invariant manifold follows from the Lyapunov
subcenter manifold theorem [4].

Note that the manifold described by (141) is a two-
dimensional plane embedded in the four-dimensional
phase space. Therefore,GSP recovers the exact expres-
sions (141) and (141), as discussed at the beginning
of Sect. 3. Moreover, the system has (infinitely many)
exact resonances; thus, the approximation via NFP-L
is not possible. This specific example choice renders
further investigation of those parametrizations unnec-
essary, thus, allowing us to focus on the interesting
behavior of the NFP-NR, which ultimately leads to
one of the main observations of this paper. Indeed, the
following discussion of the Lyapunov subcenter mani-
fold tangent to E = span{v1, v2} reveals the potential
for an alternative normal-form-based parametrization
technique for invariant manifold approximations.

3.7.1 Normal form parametrization

The invariance equation for this system is resonant at
all odd orders greater than one, since any linear com-
bination of the form

(n + 1)λ1 + nλ2 = λ1 ∀n ∈ N (143)

represents a resonance between themaster eigenvalues.
Therefore, the reduced dynamics needs to be chosen
such that it eliminates the components of the right hand
side that do not lay in the range of the co-homological
operator, cf. Sect. 2.2.3. Even if the parametrization is
specified a priori, i.e., normal form style (32), there still
remains some indeterminacy since the invariance equa-
tion at all odd orders has infinitelymany solutions. This
can be artificially resolved by augmenting the equations
and bordering the co-homological operators with basis
vectors from their left and right kernel, as described in
[14,15]. However, we want to highlight how the solu-
tion choice affects the approximation quality, as this
has a large impact and can be the starting point for
developing better parametrizations.

There are several obvious possibilities, such as the
minimum ‖·‖1 and minimum ‖·‖2 norm solutions,
which yield the conservative backbone curves depicted
in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.

Note that choosing two of the infinitely many solu-
tions leads to two significantly different approxima-
tions in terms of accuracy. This is relatively surprising

Fig. 13 NFP (min‖·‖1): backbone curves of orders 3 to 7 (col-
ored lines) compared to the backbone curve of the exact reduced
dynamics (142) (black line). (Color figure online)

Fig. 14 NFP (min‖·‖2): backbone curves of orders 3 to 7 (col-
ored lines) compared to the backbone curve of the exact reduced
dynamics (142) (black line). (Color figure online)

considering that the algorithm (32) for constructing the
coefficients of the reduced dynamics from the coeffi-
cients of the manifold does not change. This directly
raises the question of how to choose the “best” normal
form parametrization.
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Fig. 15 Alternative NFP: backbone curves of orders 3 to 7 (col-
ored lines) compared to the backbone curve of the exact reduced
dynamics (142) (black line). (Color figure online)

While we do not have a definitive answer, there is a
natural approach. Since the normal form parametriza-
tion aims to produce the simplest possible reduced
dynamics, the natural approach is to choose the solution
at each resonance order that minimizes the coefficients
for the reduced dynamics at the next resonance order.
While this can be a complicated task in general, in the
special case of a reduction to a single, undamped oscil-
latory mode, there is only one pair of purely imaginary,
complex conjugate coefficients at any resonant order
[7,11,14], which greatly simplifies the matter. Namely,
at any resonant order the problem reduces to choosing
the solution that minimizes the absolute value of the
coefficient for the reduced dynamics at the next reso-
nant order. This could also be useful approach for trying
to “force” the coefficients of the reduced dynamics to
converge to zero, thus, improving numerical stability at
higher orders. For the sake of full disclosure, we must
admit that there is no guarantee this would result in
parametrization of a better quality. Yet, in this particu-
lar case, it does, as can be deduced from the conserva-
tive backbone curves produced by this parametrization,
cf. Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 Model of the forced von Kármán beam with distributed
load f (t) discretized by 10 finite elements with depicted nodes;
z29 is the vertical displacement of the node at the beam tip

3.8 Non-autonomous system: forced von Kármán
beam

To illustrate the effects of parametrization on the treat-
ment of damped, non-autonomous, mechanical sys-
tems and to continue the ideas in the last Sect. 3.7,
we study the von Kármán beam introduced in [30] and
treated in [13] by the method presented in Sect. 2.
The system equations result from the discretization
of the one-dimensional beam continuum by ten finite
elements of equal length. The beam with density
2700kg/m3, length 1m,width 100mmandheight 1mm
is fixed at one end and harmonically forced by a dis-
tributed load f (t) = A cos(�t) with constant ampli-
tude A, as depicted in Fig. 16.

We use the Matlab toolbox SSMTool 2.1 by Jain et
al. [33], which already provides an implementation of
the discretized von Kármán beam, to study this system.
To produce the results discussed therein, the forcing
amplitude is set to A = 0.002N/m, which is larger
than the one used in [13], yet still small compared to the
total weight force of the beam (≈ 2.65N). Frequency
response curves and backbone curves are calculated
as described in Sects. 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. From these, the
corresponding peak vertical deflection of the beam tip
‖z29‖∞ is calculated for the visualization in Fig. 17.

The result of a numerical continuation method by
means of the toolbox coco [22] is used as a reference
approximation for the true solution. Figure 17 suggests
that the backbone curves approach the true solution
roughly for ‖z29‖∞ < 0.005, however, not for larger
amplitudes. Since the backbone curves are the curves
of maximal amplitude of the forced response curves,
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Continuation

NFP-NR-
NFP-NR-
NFP-NR-
NFP-NR-

Fig. 17 Frequency response curves (FRCs) andbackbone curves
(BBCs) visualized by the corresponding peak vertical deflection
of the beam tip ‖z29‖∞. Colored lines for the results based on the
NFP-NR approximation of orders 3, 5, 7, and 9 are compared to
the result of a numerical continuation method (black line). Solid
(dashed) lines indicate stable (unstable) sections of the FRCs,
dotted lines are the corresponding BBCs. (Color figure online)

the latter show the same qualitative behavior. However,
the autonomous systemwithout forcing is sufficient for
the calculation of the backbone curves, i.e., the lim-
itation of the convergence range already results from
the approximation of the autonomous SSM. Therefore,
the domain of sufficient approximation quality of the
backbone curves and thus also of the forced response
curves can be significantly increased by choosing a
better parameterization for the approximation of the
autonomous SSM.

The results of the previous section indicate a heuris-
tic approach for an improved parametrization in this
case: if the damping is ignored, the von Kármán beam
system has the same structure as the conservative oscil-
lator from above, therefore, the same modifications
could be applied to the normal form parametrization.
Moreover, the introduction of small damping results
in relatively small changes in the relationship between
frequency and amplitude in a nonlinear oscillator. The
idea of adopting the approach from Sect. 3.7 to the
damped von Kármán beam arises naturally when the
reduction to a SSM tangent to a single oscillatorymode
is considered. In this case, however, there are no exact
resonances and the modifications of the solution for
the invariance equation, i.e., the coefficients for the
invariant manifold are not directly possible, as they
would brake the equality between right and left hand

Fig. 18 Backbone curves (BBC) of orders 3, 5, and 7 for the peak
vertical deflection of the beam tip ‖z29‖∞ from an alternative
parametrization determined via the approach described above.
(Color figure online)

side. Nevertheless, there is a direct connection between
adding a multiple of a basis vector for the (right) quasi-
kernel of the co-homological operator to the solution
for the invariant manifold and changing the real part of
the coefficient for the reduced dynamics, since

Lin(�, j) =
(
R�

i,i ⊗ B − 1Mi ⊗ A
)

e� ⊗ W1e j

= (i − 1)Re(λ j )
(
1Mi e� ⊗ BW1e j

)

= −Di
(
(1 − i)Re(λ j )e(�, j)

)
. (144)

Furthermore, note that the real part of the coeffi-
cients for the reduced dynamics originates from the
real parts of the master eigenvalues. Those are pre-
cisely the terms that brake the exact resonances on
which the introduction of nonlinear terms under the
normal form parametrization is premised. Therefore,
one can argue that the real part of the coefficients in the
reduced system is a hallmark of the fact that the reso-
nances are not exact. Based on this, we (heuristically)
reason that changes of the aforementioned real parts
could be used to construct a parametrization with more
desirable properties. Specifically, we tune the real part
of those coefficients at all “near resonant” orders which
results in changes to the solution of the corresponding
invariance equations. Thismanipulation is used tomin-
imize the imaginary part of the coefficients in the next
“near resonant” order.
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Figure 18 shows the backbone curves that result
from such a parametrization, whose coefficients are
also available in [43].

The backbone curves of this alternative parametriza-
tion give a much better approximation in the same plot
area compared to Fig. 17.

4 Discussion

The goal of the study in Sect. 3 is twofold. First,
to compare the properties and performance of three
parametrizations commonly used to approximate spec-
tral submanifolds (SSMs): the normal form
parametrization for systems without resonances and
linear reduced dynamics (NFP-L), the normal form
parametrization for systems with “near resonances”
and nonlinear reduced dynamics (NFP-NR), and the
graph style parametrization with nonlinear reduced
dynamics (GSP). Second, to illustrate the fact that the
parametrization and by extension the method for con-
structing the conjugate (reduced) system has a strong
influence on the approximation quality and should be
tailored to the analyzed system. The latter is also sup-
ported by the introduction of an alternative, heuristic
procedure for constructing the reduced dynamics that
is tailored to a specific system type. The exemplary
systems in Sects. 3.7 and 3.8 show that the result-
ingparametrizationyields better approximation results.
The common algorithmic approach for all considered
approximations is to recursively determine coefficients
of a power series representation of the SSM. For the
low-dimensional systems in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, this
approach yields a power series representation of the
exact SSMwhen developed ad infinitum. However, the
range of convergence of this series representation is
limited, meaning that also any finite dimensional trun-
cation of this power series can approximate the exact
SSM only in a limited range, which is at best as large as
this range of convergence. Although this is an expected
result, there is no way to determine a priori the range
of convergence for a particular parametrization. This
means that a posteriori error analysis tools like [36–
40] should be employed to determine the quality of the
approximation. Therefore, we also developed the nec-
essary results by adopting the framework of the afore-
mentioned contributions to our specific systems and
parametrizations as needed.

Moreover, the study in Sect. 3.1 shows that there
can be infinitely many exact polynomial representa-
tions of an SSM. However, of all the exact parametriza-
tions considered in the study of this system, only the
lowest-order one can be embedded in phase space. The
immersions of the higher-order parametrizations rep-
resent points which are all elements of the embedded
manifold. However, there aremultiply covered sections
and inversion points at which the immersions of these
higher-order parametrizations are not differentiable.
Although neither the NFP-L nor the GSP parametriza-
tion leads to a finite order parametrization of the exact
SSM, this observation is important for possible future
developments of the methodology. Even if the algorith-
mic approach is improved to produce a finite order rep-
resentation of the exact SSM (assuming its existence),
this criterion alone does not guarantee uniqueness.

Furthermore, the investigations in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2
show limitations for the convergence range of the con-
sidered parametrizations.NFP-L can be applied to sys-
tems without resonances, in this case yielding linear
reduced dynamics—the simplest form of the reduced
dynamics in the sense of Poincaré’s normal forms.
However, this means that the range of convergence
of NFP-L cannot contain other stationary solutions
such as fixed points, limit cycles, or quasiperiodic tori,
since these cannot be represented by the linear reduced
dynamics. This limitation is evident in Sect. 3.1.1, since
the range of convergence is restricted only in the direc-
tion of the second fixed point, cf. Fig. 2. Although lim-
ited by the further fixed points on the invariant mani-
fold, the extension of the convergence region ofNFP-L
is even smaller and does not reach these fixed points.
Thus, for strongly nonlinear systems with further sta-
tionary solutions near the origin, the possible conver-
gence range of NFP-L is quite small, and the advan-
tage of approximating the nonlinear invariant manifold
with linear reduced dynamics is negligible compared
to using the spectral subspace of the linearized system.
As described above, different error analysis tools can
be employed to either estimate or find a rigorous upper
bound for the approximation error. However, in order
to fully resolve the problem, it would be best to find a
more suitable parametrization strategy.

In the graph style parametrization (GSP), the vari-
ables of the reduced dynamics p directly describe the
position in the master spectral subspace E (cf., e.g.,
(81), (131)),which is spannedby the rightmaster eigen-
vectors of the linearized system. Conversely, the non-
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linear terms of the approximation W(p) of the invari-
ant manifold describe the location orthogonal to E
w.r.t. the inner product 〈ui∈[1,M]B , ·〉, where ui∈[1,M]
denotes all left master eigenvectors. The description
as a graph maps each point on E onto a correspond-
ing point on W(p). Therefore, this parametrization is
not able to describe manifolds beyond folds, since the
mappingwould then no longer be one-to-one. Note that
the fold comprises all points on the manifold whose
tangent hyperplane is spanned by vectors v for which
〈ui∈[1,M]B , v〉 = 0 holds. This can be seen in Figs. 2,
4 and 5, where in each case B ≡ 12 and there is
only one left master eigenvector in the horizontal direc-
tion. This ultimately results in the convergence range
of GSP being directly restricted by folds with tangent
hyperplane in the vertical direction. Therefore, if the
subspace spanned by the left eigenvectors is nearly
orthogonal to E , folds can occur much sooner than
in the case of coinciding left and right master sub-
spaces. An instance of the restrictive effects this has
on the approximation can be observed in Fig. 5. More-
over, the convergence range of GSP for system (57)
is symmetric about the origin, although only one side
is constrained by a fold. Hence, folds of the invariant
manifold could affect the entire convergence range of
GSP and potentially further restrict the useful range
of finite dimensional approximations. In contrast, the
normal form parametrization is not limited by folds,
which is considered to be a major advantage of NFP-
L and NFP-NR [13,18]. Figure 5 shows a case where
the convergence region of NFP-L extends beyond the
fold that limitsGSP. However, it is limited by the other
fixed points; thus, the difference in terms of the conver-
gence range between the two parametrizations is rather
small. Also note that for neither one of the systems in
Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 doesNFP-Lmanage to go beyond the
fold w.r.t. the orthogonal complement of E , which is
the fold one would usually be interested in. Hence, in a
certain sense the NFP-L fails to deliver on the promise
of correctly representing folds, even though its limit-
ing factors, i.e., other fixed points, lay well beyond the
aforementioned folds.

Further comparison between NFP-L and GSP for
Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 shows thatNFP-L does lead to larger
convergence ranges when determining the coefficients
of the power series ad infinitum. Furthermore, com-
parison of the fifth-order approximations also shows
significantly smaller errors for NFP-L within a given
domain size for the reduced dynamics. Nevertheless,

the same type of comparison in Figs. 3 and 6 shows
that GSP gives a better description of the qualitative
behavior in a larger range. In particular, this includes
the sections of the approximation for the invariant man-
ifold that do not converge to the origin. As discussed
above, NFP-L is not able to represent this behavior at
all.

Another interesting observation is that, while the
radii polynomial approach is expected to yield tight
upper bounds for the approximation error, given tight
bounds on all necessary quantities related to the cor-
responding fixed point problem, the residual based
error estimation also performs surprisingly well. Fur-
thermore, as discussed in Sect. 2.4 there are cer-
tain drawbacks of the otherwise rigorous and accu-
rate radii polynomial method. Namely the computa-
tional burden, the handling of systems with infinitely
many resonances and the necessity of tailoring it to the
method for constructing the conjugate (reduced) sys-
tem, which might be very challenging for more sophis-
ticated parametrization schemes. Based on this and the
quite reasonable accuracy of the residual based error
estimation, we believe that for many systems the lat-
ter should be the error analysis tool to be tried first.
Of course, in the case of insufficient accuracy more
advanced techniques like the radii polynomial method
could be used to refine those results.

In Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, only systems with two-
dimensional phase space and one-dimensional invari-
ant manifold are investigated, since that arrangement
allows to conveniently determine closed form solu-
tions for the coefficients of the power series. This in
turn facilitates calculating the radius of convergence
and simplifies the illustration of the system‘s behavior.
Since the master spectral subspace is one-dimensional,
however, no internal resonances can occur. Therefore,
the investigations in Sects. 3.3 to 3.6 consider sys-
tems with three-dimensional phase space and two-
dimensional invariant manifold whose master spectral
subspace is spanned in each case by two complex con-
jugate eigenvectors. The differential equations of all
four systems, the exact parametrizations of the invariant
manifolds and the respective exact reduced dynamics
thereon contain only terms of up to third order. There
are no exact inner resonances in those examples, as is
often the case with non-conservative systems.

The study shows that none of the three considered
parametrizations is fundamentally superior to the oth-
ers.Depending on the system, one ormore parametriza-
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tions fail without a priori expectation. For instance, in
Sect. 3.3,GSP provides the exact solution for the man-
ifold and the reduced dynamics at order three, while
both variants of the normal form parametrization are
unable to do so within any finite approximation order.
However, the limited range of validity of NFP-L and
NFP-NR is unexpected, since all points of the invari-
ant manifold lie in a plane in phase space, and the
origin is the only fixed point on it. Given the exact
manifold is planar and the origin is the only stationary
solution on it, a large range of convergence of NFP-L
might be expected. However, as shown in Fig. 7, NFP-
L and NFP-NR produce significantly different approx-
imations, which, however, do not even manage to qual-
itatively describe the correct solution trajectories. Nev-
ertheless, the trajectory of the NFP-L approximation is
close to the actual one near the origin, while NFP-NR
seems to be more problematic. This is surprising given
the high damping ratio (D ≈ 0.92) of the system.

Section 3.4 shows a dynamical system with linear
reduced dynamics and a cubic parametrization of the
exact invariant manifold. As expected, NFP-L is able
to recover this exact solution for all values 0 < a < b,
although the conditioning of the co-homological oper-
ator becomes arbitrarily bad for a → 0, in which case
Jain and Haller [13] recommend the use of NFP-NR.
However, an application of NFP-NR leads to a poor
approximation which cannot represent the exact solu-
tionwith a finite order approximation. The convergence
range of NFP-NR is limited, and for large amplitudes
of the reduced dynamics, the approximation deviates
strongly from the exact solution, as shown in Fig. 8.
Moreover, the nonlinear terms in the reduced dynam-
ics result in a slight dependence of the free oscilla-
tion frequency on the amplitude, as manifested by the
backbone curves in Fig. 9. Although the invariant man-
ifold and reduced dynamics for this system can be
expressed very simply, the NFP-NR approximation of
order 5 suggests much more complicated relationships
and is only valid in a relatively small range. Similar to
Sect. 3.2, within the (presumed) convergence range, the
difference between the reduction to the eigenmode of
the linearized model, and the nonlinear approximation
by NFP-NR is small, making the benefit questionable
compared to the effort.

Section 3.5 shows the opposite behavior for NFP-
L and NFP-NR. In this case, for arbitrary values of
0 < a < b the invariant manifold and the reduced
dynamics thereon can be reproduced exactly by NFP-

NR approximations of order three and higher, while
NFP-L does not yield satisfactory results. Yet, the con-
ditioning of the co-homological operator can be set
arbitrarily close to one by changing a and b, so that
the approach of Jain and Haller [13] suggests the use
of NFP-L rather than NFP-NR. Nevertheless, NFP-L
is guaranteed to perform poorly, since there is a stable
limit cycle on the invariant manifold and that bounds
the convergence range of the NFP-L approximation
around the fixed point at the origin. However, the exis-
tence of this further stationary solution on the invari-
ant manifold is not trivially evident from the defini-
tion of the dynamical system in (133). On the other
hand, it is noteworthy that NFP-NR is able to accu-
rately represent this stable limit cycle on the manifold,
although only a local evolution around the fixed point
at the origin is performed. This shows the great influ-
ence of the parametrization on the validity range of the
approximations and the possible potential for further
development of the whole methodology by improve-
ments to the algorithm for constructing the conjugate
(reduced) dynamical system. Furthermore, note that the
system in Sect. 3.5 is the result of adjoining the extra
pair of ODEs dz1

dt = az1 + z2 − az1(z21 + z22) and
dz2
dt = −z1+az2−az2(z21+ z22), (i.e., a Stuart–Landau
equation with a stable limit cycle solution z1 = sin(t)
and z2 = cos(t)) to the linear differential equation
dz3
dt = −(3a+b)z3+(3a+b) sin3(t)+3 sin2(t) cos(t).
This is a common approach to turn the non-autonomous
system dz3

dt = . . . with mono-frequent forcing into
an autonomous system of larger dimension. Firstly,
these results suggest that the commonly used linear
algebra argument that “near resonant” terms should
only be considered in the case of ill-conditioned co-
homological operators and otherwiseNFP-L should be
used is not an optimal choice and further research into
this decision process is needed. Secondly, it suggests
that a more convenient way to treat non-autonomous
forcing might be possible by appropriate construction
of the conjugate system.

LikeNFP-NR,GSP provides the exact manifold and
reduced dynamics for approximations of order three
and higher for the system in Sect. 3.5, but not for the
system in Sect. 3.4. Even though for this system the
exact reduced manifold can be expressed globally as
a graph over the master spectral subspace, i.e., there
are no folds, the convergence range of GSP is limited.
The same result can be seen in Sect. 3.6. For both sys-
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tems, the convergence range of GSP is so small that
the difference between the GSP approximations and
the reduction to the spectral subspace of the linearized
model is small, again making the benefit questionable
compared to the effort.

The system in Sect. 3.6 is interesting because none
of the three parametrizations is able to approximate
the exact manifold. The validity range of all approx-
imations is limited to a small neighborhood around
the unstable fixed point at the origin and is not suf-
ficient to approximate the stable limit cycle that lies
on the invariant manifold. This shows that for a given
dynamical system by nomeans any of the three consid-
ered parametrizations needs to yield the exact invariant
manifold or even an approximation with a sufficiently
large convergence range. Moreover, the immersions
of the NFP-NR approximations for this system inter-
sect themselves, which contradicts the expectation of
unique solutions by the Picard–Lindelöf theorem [44]
for the full system (136) with globally Lipschitz right-
hand side.

One more point to note when reviewing all the sys-
tems in Sect. 3 is the relevance of the relative spectral
quotient σ(E). In [7], the relative spectral quotient is
used to prove the existence and uniqueness of spec-
tral submanifolds. A parametrization of degree larger
than σ(E) is a truncation of the series expansion of
the unique SSM, which suggests that an expansion up
to this degree is useful for practical approximations.
However, this is not the case, since on the one hand the
relative spectral quotient takes very large values in sys-
tems with many degrees of freedom—σ(E) = 66,532
in Sect. 3.8—and on the other hand, an expansion up to
order (σ(E)+1) could still give a poor approximation,
e.g., in Sect. 3.3 since here σ(E) = 1. Thus, the relative
spectral quotient is useful for theoretical purposes, like
proving the existence of the desiredmanifold, however,
has little practical relevance in determining numerical
approximations of it.

The last two systems in this study that are treated
in Sects. 3.7 and 3.8 are adopted from the litera-
ture [6,13,30], albeit with slight modifications for the
former one. These examples show a heuristic for an
improved parametrization that yields better approxi-
mations at the same order than NFP-L, NFP-NR and
GSP by a tailored construction of the reduced dynam-
ics based on some insight and intuition for the specific
system. In particular, Sect. 3.7 deals with a 2-DOF con-
servative vibration system that is reduced to the Lya-

punov subcenter manifold tangent to the spectral sub-
space of its lowest frequency mode. Additionally there
are no internal resonances, i.e., the eigenfrequencies of
the two linear modes are rationally incommensurable.
This results in exact inner resonance between the mas-
ter eigenfrequencies at all resonant orders, which in
turn allows for infinitely many solutions for the coeffi-
cients of the invariant manifold at those orders. Instead
of restricting the analysis to a single solution choice
or artificially resolving the singularity by augmenting
the invariance equations, the effects of choosing differ-
ent normminimizing solutions are presented. This nat-
urally leads to the question of deliberately modifying
the invariantmanifold coefficients at all resonant orders
with linear combinations of vectors from the (right) ker-
nel of the co-homological operator. In an attempt for
a natural extension of the normal form parametriza-
tion, we then use the indeterminacy of the solution to
reduce the value and/or number of terms in the reduced
dynamics at the next resonant orders. Although there
is no guarantee that this heuristic works, it does indeed
yield significantly better results in this casewhich is the
motivation for its extension and application to another
system taken directly from the literature [13], that is
treated in the last Sect. 3.8.

By applying the methodology from Sect. 2.3, forced
response curves and backbone curves are approxi-
mated for the non-autonomous system in Sect. 3.8 to
investigate the extent to which the reduced model is
able to represent the full dynamics. A small increase
in the forcing amplitude compared to [13] results in
large deviations of the forced response curves from
the exact solution in the vicinity of the resonance
where the vibration amplitudes are highest. These devi-
ations in the treatment of the non-autonomous system
may be due to two causes: either the treatment of the
autonomous part of the system, or errors due to the
additional assumptions made for the treatment of the
non-autonomous parts of the system. This question can
be resolved by studying the backbone curves, which
depend only on the parametrization of the autonomous
system. In particular, since they describe the max-
imum vibration amplitudes of the forced response
for increased forcing, their poor performance indi-
cates the cause can be attributed to the approxima-
tion of the autonomous SSM. Considering that a good
parametrization of the autonomous system is a prereq-
uisite for the treatment of the non-autonomous case,
the heuristic approach illustrated in the previous exam-
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ple is adopted to this damped system. Under the rough
guideline of using the real part of the reduced dynam-
ics at any “near resonant” order to minimize the imagi-
nary part of the coefficients in the next “near resonant”
order, as those are, in a sense, artifacts from the lack of
an actual resonance, we developed the second reported
parametrization. Somewhat surprisingly, this produces
a better approximation whose backbone curves stay
close to the correct one for significantly larger ampli-
tudes. This further highlights the potential for further
development of the methodology by using better crite-
ria for determining the coefficients of the parametriza-
tion. However, no systematic methodology is yet avail-
able to implement this algorithmically since we only
presented a heuristic that works well for two examples.

5 Conclusion

The goal of the present work is to compare the prop-
erties and performance of various commonly used
parametrizations of invariant manifolds tangent to
spectral subspaces by means of suitable benchmark
systems.Wepresent a studyof three parametrizations—
the normal form parametrization without and with
the consideration of “near resonances”, and the graph
style parametrization—which are applied to approxi-
mate invariant manifolds of seven benchmark systems.
These different parametrizations are possible since the
state-of-the-artmethodology for parametrizing approx-
imations of invariant manifolds permits a potentially
infinite number ofmethods for constructing the reduced
dynamics thereon. The study shows that all considered
parametrizations may produce unusably bad approx-
imations in more or less unexpected cases. There is
no a priori criterion to determine which, if any, of the
considered parametrizations should be used to pro-
duce a good approximation with large convergence
range. While a posteriori error analysis tools can be
employed to evaluate the produced approximations, as
illustrated on the benchmark systems, there are still cer-
tain drawbacks in terms of computational and analyti-
cal effort. Furthermore, since the convergence domain
of the parametrization, even if well estimated, still
directly limits the usable range of any finite dimen-
sional approximation, this presents a major limitation
for the whole methodology.

The presented study shows two key issues that
should be addressed by future developments and

improvements of the methodology: (i) the lack of
uniqueness of the parametrization that may lead to
small convergence ranges if resolved sub-optimally,
and (ii) the potential for tailoring the reduced dynamics
to the analyzed system. Both issues and development
needs are closely connected, yet distinct. The lack of
uniqueness should be resolved by additional criteria
to produce a parametrization with favorable conver-
gence properties, since the usable range of any finite
dimensional approximation cannot exceed the domain
of convergence of the power series. While expanding
the convergence range of the parametrization directly
increases the quality of any finite dimensional approx-
imation, it is difficult to develop a generally applicable
strategy for doing so. This brings us to the idea of tailor-
ing the reduced dynamics to the analyzed system. The
last two examples in this contribution focus on outlin-
ing a simple strategy, attempting to partially achieve
that goal. In this regard, they are intended to serve as
a means to the end of incentivizing further develop-
ments in that direction by illustrating the possibility of
significant gains in the approximation quality.

Finally, since the proposed benchmark systems are
specifically designed to yield good results only for
some or none of the considered parametrizations, they
might also be used to evaluate the performance of any
improved method for constructing the reduced dynam-
ics.
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